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Preface
From all of us on your MicroMD support team, thank you for selecting MicroMD as your practice
management solution. This guide is an in-depth reference to all of the reports in MicroMD. This manual
does not cover hardware setup, networking, or installation of the program.

How This Manual is Organized
We have organized this manual according to the Reports menu within MicroMD PM. Each chapter begins
with a summary about the type of reports included in that chapter. Then each section provides an
explanation of the data gathered by each option on the report’s options window.
This is a reference guide and is designed to explain the purpose of the features of the software. It should
teach you how the program works so you can use the program to fit the needs of your individual practice.

Conventions Used in This Manual
Before using this manual, it is important to understand the typographical conventions used to identify and
describe information.

Cross-References
Cross-references to chapters, sections, page numbers, headings, etc. are shown in an italic typeface.
e.g., Refer to Conventions Used in This Manual page i.

Text You Type Using the Keyboard
Text that you type using the keyboard is shown in a Courier typeface.
e.g., Type Anthony Smith in the Name field.

Keys You Press and Buttons You Click
Keys that you press on the keyboard and buttons/icons that you click with the mouse are shown in a bold
sans-serif typeface.
e.g., Press Enter.
e.g., Click OK to continue.

Dialog Box, Application Window Titles, and Field Names
The titles of dialog boxes and application windows are shown in italics. Field names and selections made
from drop-down menus, etc. are also shown in italics.
e.g., The Print Preview dialog box appears.
e.g., Select Commercial Insurance from the drop-down list.
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Warnings, Notes and Tips
Warnings, notes and tips appear throughout the manual. They provide additional information important
for you to know about a topic.

 Warning Table



A warning alerts you to a severe situation, a potential for
data loss, or other critical information about the actions
discussed in the instructions.

 Note Table

○

A note highlights some important information you need
to know to use the features of the system correctly or to
get the results you expect.

 Tip Table

ii



This type of tip highlights helpful information you may not
know about the system or feature.



This type of tip contains a reference to some related
information or a related feature on another page or in
another section of the manual.
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General Report Features
MicroMD PM has one of the most robust and flexible reporting modules in the industry. It enables you to
mine most of the data in your system to generate useful reports and pinpoint the data you need, when you
need it. Most of the reports simply display data from the database and do not change anything in the
database. This means that you can play with different options and learn about the data you have in your
database.



If one report does not provide you with the data you
need, try another report, but in a different way. Learning
to use the choices on the Options windows creatively
helps you get the most out of your reports.

In This Chapter
In this chapter, we cover:

 Report Options (page 1.1)
 Common Tasks (page 1.4)
 Report Queues (page 1.7)
 Batch Basket (page 1.10)

Report Options
You can specify the parameters of a report based on your practice's needs by using the report's Options
window. The program generates a report based on these parameters. By selecting a different array of
options, you can generate the same report to view different information. The selections available on the
Options window vary depending on the report.

Figure 1.1 Example of a Report Options Window
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Report Options

Once you generate a report, the system stores the criteria from the Options window temporarily. This
allows you to reopen the Options window for the report to adjust the criteria to better hone the report to
your needs.
For example, if you generated an Open Claims Report for a specific date range for a provider, you can easily
regenerate the report for a different date range. Click the Options icon ( ) on the Task Pane to reopen
the Options window with your selections still chosen. You can then modify the date range and generate the
report again.

Range Control
There are common items on the Options windows. One of those is the range control field. You can enter a
range of values that control the information that appears in the report. These ranges can be posting dates
(posting, service, filed, aging), account numbers, patient names, etc.

 Enter the criteria by clicking the (ALL) button. This activates the first input field to allow you to
immediately start typing.

○

This is particularly useful when using the keyboard to
navigate the program. When you tab through the (ALL)
button, it changes to the (RANGE) button, moves the
cursor to the From field, and allows you to start typing the
date immediately.

 Enter the criteria by clicking directly in either of the input boxes. This allows you to type values in
the input boxes or select the dates using the pop-up calendars.

Figure 1.2 Example Range Control

 Click the (RANGE) button to reset the input fields to their default setting.
Drop-Down Lists
The drop-down lists in the reporting module act a little differently than those throughout the rest of the
program. In the reporting module, the drop-down lists allow you to select multiple entries from the list.
These drop-down lists also contain a search function.
When you have either the drop-down list or the search window open, you can generally sort the
information in ascending or descending order by clicking the column heading. Click once to sort from A to
Z (ascending). Click again to sort from Z to A (descending).

Selecting Entries from a Drop-down List
To select a single entry from the drop-down, click the arrow button and highlight your selection. Click
the arrow button again to close it.
To select multiple entries from the drop-down list (if available), click the arrow button to open the
drop-down list. You have two ways to highlight multiple entries in this list:

 If the entries you want are adjacent to each other in the list, highlight the first entry you want to
select. Press and hold the Shift key while you highlight the last entry you want to select.

1.2
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 If the entries you want are not adjacent to each other in the list, highlight the first entry you want
to select. Press and hold the Ctrl key while you select entries other entries in the list. This is
useful when you want to pick and choose non-adjacent items in a list.

Figure 1.3 Selecting Multiple Entries from a Drop-down List

Selecting Entries from the Search Window
To select entries using the search window, click the magnifying glass icon ( ). This opens the Search
Entries window. It contains all entries in the drop-down list and can be used to save time from scrolling
through long drop-down lists.

Figure 1.4 Selecting Multiple Entries from the Search Entries Window
The Search Entries window is divided into two halves. The top portion contains the selected items and
the bottom portion contains the items available for selection. Use the ID/Name search box to search
through the items available for selection.
To add an entry to the selected items (top) portion of the window, double-click the entry in the
selections available (bottom) portion. To remove an entry from the selected items, double-click the
entry in the top portion.



You can also drag and drop the items between the two
sections.
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Common Tasks

Common Tasks
There are common icons on every report’s Options window in the system. Some reports may have one or
more of these icons disabled if the feature is not applicable to that specific report. The Reset, Save, and
Load icons help make generating frequent reports easier.

Figure 1.5 Common Icons on the Report Options Window

Reset Report Options
If you close the report, all of the options revert to their default selections. Click the Reset icon ( ) to
return all fields to their default selections while you are still in the window, without closing and then
reopening the report.

Loading a Saved Report Template
You can save the criteria selections for a report and then load those settings each time you want to
generate that report with those settings. This saves valuable time if you generate certain reports
frequently. You can also use this feature to create a group of reports using the Report Queue. Please refer
to page 1.7 for more on Report Queues.



To delete a template, highlight the template row and
click the Delete button.

To load a saved report template:

Procedure
1. Click the Load (
window.

Details
) icon on the Options

The Report Selection Templates window opens.
This window contains all of the templates saved for
this report.

2. Highlight the template you want to use.
3. Click Accept.

The window closes, and the report Options window
reflects the selections saved in the template you
chose.

Saving a Set of Report Options
You have taken the time to create a report that produces information exactly the way you want. Now what?
You can save those carefully chosen selections in a report template for that report. Then, each time you
want to generate that report with those specific settings, you simply load the report template you saved.

1.4
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To save a report template:

Procedure

Details

1. Click the Save icon (
window.

) on the Options

The Report Selection Templates window opens.

2. Click the New button.
3. Type a name for the template in the
Name field.



This name appears in the Report
Queues window if you add this as a
report item (page 1.7).

4. Enter a brief description, if necessary, in
the Description field.

MicroMD PM assigns the ID automatically when you
save the template.

5. Click Accept when finished.

When you try to save a report with the same name as
an existing one and that existing report of the same
name is part of a report queue, MicroMD PM prompts
you to update the options of the report in the Report
Queue.
If you click Yes, the system updates the options on all
reports of the same type with the same name in the
report queues. If you click No, the system saves these
report options but does not update the reports
included in the Report Queues.
For example, if a report queue contains an Open
Claims Report named "Report-1," and you save a new
set of options for an Open Claims Report as "Report-1,"
the system prompts you with the option to update the
reports included in the queue.

Additional Grouping Options
The Group Opts icon ( ) on several reports provides access to a Group Options window to customize the
way MicroMD groups the report when you select options in a Group By section in the report’s Option
window. If this feature is not available for the chosen report, this icon appears disabled.
Table 1.1

Fields on the Group Options Window

Field

Description

Subtotals

Check this box to print the subtotal line for each grouping (default = checked).

Page Break

Check this box to start a new page for each grouping (default = unchecked).

Reset Page Number

Check this box to reset the page number to 1 for each grouping (default =
unchecked).
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Cover Checkbox
Users can print a cover sheet for a report containing a screen shot of the Options window. This provides an
easy way for others to view, at a glance, what information was used to generate the report. Place a check
mark in the Cover checkbox available on most report Options windows to include this screen shot as a
cover sheet to the report when it prints.



If you want to print a cover sheet on most of your reports,
set the default value for the Cover checkbox to checked.
Then uncheck the checkbox only on those reports where
you do not need the cover sheet to print.

Set the default value of the checkbox at Setup > System Preferences > System Preferences tab > Cover
checkbox. If you do not want to print a cover sheet for a report, simply deselect the Cover checkbox on the
Options window for that report.

Print Preview
When printing most reports from MicroMD PM, you can view how the report will look when you print itbefore you print it-and then print only the page or pages you need. Simply generate the report and then
select File > Print Preview from the main menu if available. In the Print Preview mode, the page count in
the upper right-hand corner reflects the true number of pages to be printed. When you click the Print icon
( ) on the Task Pane, MicroMD PM displays a Print window (Figure 1.6). This window helps you print
multiple copies of the report at once and indicate which page or pages you want to print.



To change printers or access your printer's options, click
the Setup button and select the printer. On the Printer
Setup window, click the Setup button to access your
printer's properties.

Figure 1.6 Print Options from the Print Preview Mode
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Report Queues
Report queues are simply groups of reports. This makes it possible to establish sets of reports that you
generate frequently. Once you create these “queues,” you can generate and print the reports in about two
clicks of the mouse, with the correct settings already established.

Figure 1.7 Report Queues Window
Once report queues have been set, they appear in the left section of the window. Individual reports within
a queue are also called “Report Items.” The Report Items included in that queue display under the title of
the queue. To view the options for any of the Report Items, simply click on the report's name. MicroMD PM
displays the saved selections in the right pane of the Report Queues window.

Setting Up a Report Queue
Before you set up a report queue, it helps to have reports to include in it. Please refer to page 1.4 for details
on saving a report template and then return here to continue. Remember: A report queue is simply a group
of reports.



You may want to consider the time frame of the reports
you want to group. Over time, the dates or date ranges
will need to change, and the Report Queue feature
provides a way for you to update the date ranges
quickly. See page 1.9 for more details before you decide
how to group your reports.

The following steps show how to set up a single report queue. You do not have to create a full report queue
before creating another one. You can create all of your headings first and then have another staff member
add reports to the queue later. It's up to you. Just remember that you need a heading before you can add
individual reports.

MicroMD PM Reports Guide Version 16.0
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Report Queues

To create a Report Queue:

Procedure

Details

1. Select Reports > Report Queues from the
main menu.

The Report Queues window opens (Figure 1.7 on
page 1.7).

Create the Queue's Heading
2. Right-click in the left section of the window
and select Add New Report Queue from the
pop-up menu.

The Add Report Group window opens.

3. Type a useful label for the queue in the Name
field and click Accept.

A new section appears in the left pane of the
Report Queues window. If other queues exist in the
left section of the window, the new one appears at
the bottom.

Add Reports to the Queue
4. Right-click in the left section of the window
within the appropriate queue and select Add
New Report Item… from the pop-up menu.

The Add Report Item window opens. This window
contains all of the report templates saved by users
in MicroMD PM.

5. Highlight the report you want to add to the
queue and click Accept.
6. Repeat step 4 and step 5 until you have added
all the reports to this queue that you want to
add.
7. Repeat step 2 through step 6 for each group of
reports you want to create.

For example, if you want to establish a set of
weekly reports, a set of monthly reports and a set
of yearly reports, you would perform step 2
through step 6 for each set of reports.
There is no limit to the number of queues you can
create or the number of reports included in a
queue.

Generating Reports from the Queue
You have created your groups of reports. Now what? Generating and printing the reports in a queue is easy.
You have two options for generating these reports:

 You can generate the reports in the queue, then review each one and print as you go.
Simply right-click the title of the queue you want to generate, and select Run Report Queue
from the pop-up menu. MicroMD PM generates all of the reports contained in the queue.
When completed, the report windows display, cascading in the window to make it easier to
find specific reports. Review the reports and click the Print icon ( ) on the Task Pane of
each report.

 You can generate and print the reports at the same time.
Simply right-click the title of the queue you want to print and select Run and Print Report
Queue from the pop-up menu. MicroMD PM generates all of the reports contained in the queue
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and sends each one to the printer as it goes. When completed, the report windows display,
cascading in the window to make it easier to find specific reports.

 You can print an individual report item from any of the queues.
To run a specific report contained in the queue, right-click the name of the report and select
Run Report Item from the pop-up menu.

Deleting a Report Queue or Report Item
To delete a Report Queue, right-click the title of the report queue in the left section of the window and
select Remove Report Queue from the pop-up menu.
To delete a specific report from a queue, right-click on the report and select Remove Report Item from
the pop-up menu.

Changing Dates of a Report Queue
Once you establish your Report Queues and begin using them, you will find that you need to change the
dates on them over time. Each report has default values when you first open the report in the Reports
Module. You change these default values to meet your needs. When you change the dates for the reports in
a Report Queue, MicroMD PM only changes those date ranges you originally modified.
For example, Summervale Medical Center has a Report Queue called MONTHLY. These reports were
created in March 2019.

 On the Open Claims Report, they typed 03012019 and 03312019 in the Posting Date fields
and left the Filing Date fields at their default values.

 On the Provider Work Productivity Report, they entered 03012019 and 03312019 in the
Service Date fields and left the Posting Date fields at their default values.
It is now April and they need to change those dates to 04/01/2019 and 04/30/2019. When they changed the
date on the Report Queue, MicroMD PM only updates the Posting Date fields of the Open Claims Report
and the Service Date fields of the Provider Work Productivity Report to the new dates. Since the practice
did not originally modify the values on the other date ranges, MicroMD PM left them at their default values.
To change the date ranges on the group of reports:

Procedure

Details

1. Right-click the title of the appropriate report
queue and select Set Report Queue Dates
from the pop-up menu.

The Set Report Queue Dates window opens.

2. Enter the new date range to apply to all
reports in this queue.
3. Click Accept.

MicroMD PM Reports Guide Version 16.0
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Batch Basket
The Batch Basket is a document “holding area” that allows users to print, publish, fax, view or delete
documents for the day when you have time. For example, you can generate all of the reports in a Report
Queue during the day when you have time, save the results to the Batch Basket as you complete the
report, and then send the contents of the Batch Basket to the printer at the end of the workday (page 1.11).

Figure 1.8 Batch Basket Window
To open the Batch Basket (Figure 1.8), select Aux > Batch Basket from the main menu. Table 1.2 explains
the columns on this window.
Table 1.2

Columns on the Batch Basket Window

Column

Description

Basket Name

The Basket Name represents the text entered if a user creates a new basket
when saving a document to the Batch Basket.

Page #

The Page # column displays the document’s page number in the associated
batch.

Batch User

This column displays the PM or EMR user who added the document to the Batch
Basket.

Patient

This column displays the patient (if applicable) to whom the document relates.

Document Name

When the user saves the document to the Batch Basket, they can enter a name
for the file. This column displays that text.

Batch Date

This column displays the date the user added the document to the Batch Basket.

Status

The Status column indicates the document’s current status.

Published

If the document was published to the patient’s account on the Patient Portal,
this column displays the date it was published.

Adding a Document to the Batch Basket
When you generate a report, you can select File > Batch from the main menu to add the report to the
Batch Basket instead of sending it to the printer right away. When you select File > Batch from the main
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menu with a report open, the system opens the Add To Batch Basket window (Figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9 Add To Batch Basket Window
Once you select the basket name, you have the option to name the file in the Document Name field. Click
Accept when finished. The system saves the report to the assigned basket.

○

Create a new basket simply by typing a name in the
Basket Name field. Otherwise, you can select an existing
basket from the drop-down.

Printing/Publishing the Documents in the Batch Basket
Throughout the day, you saved the reports you didn’t want to print or fax because it would tie up the
printer or fax line in your busy office. Now it’s time to print or fax those reports. When it is time to print, fax
or publish the documents in a Batch Basket, you can simply choose the reports and print.

Procedure
1. Click the Batch Basket icon (
Launch Pane.

Details
) on the

The Batch Basket window opens (Figure 1.8 on
page 1.10).

2. While on the Batch Basket window, place a
check mark next to each basket you want to
process.
3. Click the Publish drop-down button.

The system changes the Status of the document
and changes the Published date to today’s date.

Batch Basket History
If you want to see a list of documents printed or deleted from a Batch Basket, you can click the Batch
Basket History icon ( ) next to the Batch Basket Name drop-down. You can see the action taken and
who performed that action.

Figure 1.10 Batch Basket History
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AR Reports
The Accounts Receivable reports in MicroMD PM allow practices to delve into their financial status and
discover areas where they can improve their AR. To access these reports, select Reports > AR from the
main menu.

In This Chapter
In this chapter, we cover the following reports:

 AR Summary Report (page 2.1)
 Claim Status/Tracking/Remit Report (page 2.2)
 Claims Activity Report (page 2.4)
 Delinquency - Criteria 1 Report (page 2.5)
 Delinquency - Criteria 2 Report (page 2.8)
 Open Claims Report (page 2.10)
 Patient Aging Report (page 2.14)

AR Summary Report
MicroMD PM calculates your accounts receivable based on the charges, payments, write-offs, and
adjustments made in the system on each day sheet date. The purpose of the AR Summary Report is to
display the outstanding accounts receivable as of a particular day or month.


○

You MUST BE CAREFUL not to close/erase your day
sheets out of order. The system tracks your AR by
adding to or subtracting from the last balance. Please
refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference Manual
under Day Sheets for more details.

This report does not include the AR of the current day
sheet, if one is open; however, the amount of the current
day sheet total is listed at the top of the report.

Figure 2.1 AR Summary Report Options
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Table 2.1

Claim Status/Tracking/Remit Report

Report Options Available for the AR Summary Report

Field

Description

Day Sheet Date

If you want to see the history of your accounts receivable based on the AR when
you closed/erased your day sheet, select that date (or date range) here.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Monthly: When you choose to view the report by monthly AR, the AR for a given
month comes from the last closed day sheet, which may not necessarily be the
last day of the month. If your last day of business for that month was 08/15,
then the system displays your AR for that month as it stood for that day.
In another scenario, if you closed the 08/29/19 day sheet after you closed the
08/31/19 day sheet, the system adds to or subtracts the 08/29 totals from the
total charges, payments, write-offs and adjustments on the 08/31 day sheet to
reach your current AR. The AR for the month of August would be the AR as it
stands for the last closed day sheet (or 8/29). Please refer to the main MicroMD
PM User’s Reference Manual under Day Sheets for more on closing day sheets.

 Daily: Choose Daily to display a list of the accounts receivable totals as they
stood at the end of each day.
Order By

Place a check mark next to the Day Sheet Erased checkbox to view the accounts
receivable totals based on the date that the day sheets were closed/erased. This
helps you pinpoint if someone closed/erased a day sheet out of order and when
the error occurred.

Claim Status/Tracking/Remit Report
The Claim Status/Tracking/Remit Report shows all claim status and tracking information supplied by
insurance carriers in the system. You can generate a report that shows all the claims rejected using a
certain code and all information associated with a specific check number. This report can also show you
the method of payment for each sequence, whether it is through an automated clearinghouse, financial
institution, check, or wire transfer. The system also tells you if there was no payment data in the file.

Figure 2.2 Claim Status / Tracking / Remit Report Options
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Table 2.2
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Report Options Available for the Claim Status/Tracking Report

Field

Description

Patient ID

To see claim status and tracking information for specific patients by ID, enter the
patient's ID or the range of patient IDs in the From and To fields. Otherwise, leave
the default at (ALL) to see information for all patients.

Patient Name

To see claim status and tracking information for specific patients by name, enter
the patient's name or the range of names in the From and To fields. Otherwise,
leave the default at (ALL) to see information for all patients.

RA/Status Date

To generate a report where the remittance advice date (payment date) or the
date the system received the claim status information falls within a specific range,
enter the date or date range here.

Plan

To find information about a specific plan, select it from this drop-down. You can
also select multiple plans.

Billing Provider

To view claim status and tracking information for claims submitted for a specific
provider, select the provider(s) from the list.

Insurance Class or
Insurance Category

Depending on the choice made in the Choose From section of this options
window, you can find status and tracking information about claims for a set of
plans within a specific insurance class or category. Select the class(es) or
category(ies) from this drop-down.

Status Code (276)

If you want to limit the report to include only those claims with certain status
codes, select the code(s) from this drop-down list.

Remit Code (835)

If you want to limit the report to include only those claims with certain remittance
codes, select the code(s) from this drop-down list.

MOA Code

To generate a report for those claims with specific MOA remark codes, select the
code(s) from this drop-down list. Medicare Outpatient Adjudication (MOA) codes
are used to convey appeal information and other claim-specific information that
does not involve a financial adjustment.

Check Number

You can also search for all claims paid under a specific check number, whether
paper or electronic. Enter the check number in this field.

Group By

Use these fields to organize the information on your report for easier viewing.

Choose From

These fields control the Insurance Class/Insurance Category drop-down and the
associated Group By field.

Record Type

Choose the type of records you want to see in the report. If you only want to see
claim status information, choose Status (276). If you only want to see remittance
information, choose Remits (835). The system defaults to Both.
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Claims Activity Report

Claims Activity Report
The Claims Activity report allows the practice to generate a comprehensive report on the history of their
filed claims over time to the various insurance plans in their system. MicroMD PM gathers this information
from the posting activity to the database from the time a claim is created to the time the practice posts
payments for those claims. This information includes the average number of times claims were filed, how
many claims were paid, how long it took to receive payment, how many claims are still unpaid, etc.

○

The database needs time to build up data to use in the
report; therefore, you may not be able to use this report
for a couple of months. Once you have sufficient data in
the database, you will have accurate reporting
capabilities.

Figure 2.3 Claims Activity Report Options
Table 2.3

Report Options Available for the Claims Activity Report

Field

Description

Posting Date

Select a date range in which the payments were posted for the claim activity you
want to review. Payments posted to the system within this date range that meet
all other criteria on this options window appear in the resulting report.

Plan

To view the claim activity summary of certain plans, select the plan(s) from this
drop down list. The system lists the plan on the report separately if used as
primary, secondary, and/or tertiary.

Provider

To view the claim activity for certain providers in your practice, select the
provider(s) from this list.

Location

To view the claim activity for certain practice locations, select the location(s) from
this list.

Ins. Class or
Ins. Category

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can include
claim activity for only those plans within a certain Insurance Class or within a
certain Insurance Category. This helps you quickly choose a group of insurance
plans to include in the report, rather than selecting them individually from the
Plan drop-down.

Payer Type

Choose the type of claims (i.e., primary, secondary, and/or tertiary) for which you
want to view claim activity information. MicroMD PM displays a separate entry for
each plan when it is used as a primary, secondary, and/or tertiary.
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Table 2.3
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Report Options Available for the Claims Activity Report (continued)

Field

Description

Choose From

In the report, you can include claim activity for plans within a specific insurance
class or within a specific insurance category. Choose which one you want to use.
This controls the variable drop-down list and appropriate Group By option.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Provider, Location and/or
Insurance Class or Insurance Category (depending on the choice you make in the
Choose From section).

Delinquency - Criteria 1 Report
The purpose of the Delinquency - Criteria 1 Report is to provide a summary of all delinquent patient
accounts for those patient-responsible balances that have gone over 60 days without a payment posted.
This is a quick report to help you know in a glance those accounts that you must pay close attention to and
follow up on, if needed.



You can double-click entries in this report to drill down
into the Billing Inquiry Module for that sequence.



For a more detailed report, please use the Delinquency Criteria 2 Report on page 2.8.

Figure 2.4 Delinquency Criteria 1 Report Options
Table 2.4

Report Options Available for the Delinquency - Criteria 1 Report

Field

Description

Patient ID

To view overdue patient-responsible balances for specific patients by ID, enter the
ID or range of IDs here. Leave the default value if you want to include all patients. For
a single patient, enter the patient's ID in both the From and the To field.

Patient Name

To view overdue patient-responsible balances for specific patients by name, enter
the name or name range here. For a single patient, enter the patient's last name in
both the From and the To field. For a range of patient names (e.g., patients from
Abercrombie to Connor or all patients from N through T), enter the range here.
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Table 2.4

Delinquency - Criteria 1 Report

Report Options Available for the Delinquency - Criteria 1 Report (continued)

Field

Description

Aging Date

A patient's aging date is the date responsibility changes from one party to another,
typically as a result of a payment made by the current responsible party. The aging
date in this case would be the date the now overdue amount became the patient's
responsibility. Those sequences MicroMD PM uses to gather information must also
meet the other criteria set on this window.
The system defaults to an aging date of 60 days prior to your current system date.

Last Payment
Date

To include information about only those sequences where the patient's last
payment was on a certain date or within a certain date range, enter that date or
range here.

Pat Balance
Range

To view only those overdue patient-responsible amounts within a certain dollar
amount, enter the minimum and maximum amounts in the From and To fields. (The
report automatically defaults these values to include all accounts with a positive
balance.)



If you want to include all sequences within the given
date range, set the balance range to -99999.00
through 99999.00.

Patient Category

To include only overdue patient-responsible amounts for patients within a specific
category, select the category(ies) from this drop-down list.

Provider

To include only overdue patient-responsible amounts for sequences posted against
a certain provider, select the provider(s) from this drop-down list.

Location

To include only overdue patient-responsible amounts for sequences posted for a
certain practice location, select the location(s) from this drop-down list.

Message No

If you want to include only those patients with a specific patient message currently
selected in the Message drop-down on their Patient Detail window, select the
message(s) from this list. This billing message prints on the patient's statement or
bill, depending on which they receive, and indicates the message the patient
received last.
For example, Summervale Medical Center is a small practice, and they chose to
display only those patients that were about to go into the pre-collection process so
they could give them a call before the patients began receiving letters. In order to
accomplish this, they chose their final billing message from this list.

Bill/Statement

2.6

To filter the list to those patients who receive a specific type of billing document
(i.e., a statement or a bill) or those patients who do not receive a billing document,
place a check mark next to the appropriate item. The system pulls this information
from the Bill/Stmt option on the Patient Detail window for each patient in the list.
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Report Options Available for the Delinquency - Criteria 1 Report (continued)

Field

Description

Include
Collections

To exclude those patient accounts that have been turned over to the collection
agency, uncheck this box. (By default, this box is checked to include those accounts
in the report.) MicroMD PM knows these patient accounts are with the collection
agency when a number of fields on their Patient Detail window have specific
information in them. Please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference Manual
under Pre-Collection Module for more information about that module.



If you choose to include collection accounts in the
report, MicroMD PM identifies these accounts in bold.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Patient Category, Provider and/or
Location. If you choose Provider, make sure you choose from the Provider Type
section whether you want to group by Rendering or Billing provider.

Provider Type

Each sequence has a rendering provider and a billing provider (sometimes this is
the same provider). When you choose the Provider option in the Group By section,
MicroMD PM needs to know if you want to order by rendering provider or billing
provider. Choose your option. By default, the system uses the rendering provider
when grouping by provider.

Sample Report
Summervale Medical Center wanted to generate a quick snapshot of those patients who were about to
begin receiving pre-collection letters for an overdue account. They wanted to call the patients beforehand
and attempt to collect payment for some of the minor balances outstanding so they could limit the costs
of the collection process. When they generated this report, they chose the following options and left all
others at their default values:

 Pat Balance Range: They left the default in the From field and typed 50.00 in the To field. They
felt they could successfully collect payments on balances up to $50.00 and leave the higher
balances to their pre-collection and collection process.

 Message No: They chose the final billing message in their list. For their practice, this is
message 2.

 Include Collections: They removed the check mark from this box to exclude those patient
accounts that have already been turned over to the collection agency.
Kim is the staff member in charge of contacting these patients in an attempt to collect the amounts due.
On this report she can see that they have 10 patients whose accounts are about to be turned over to the
collection agency (indicated by the MSG column) for amounts like $45.76 and $7.50—hardly worth the
expense of the collection agency, but worth attempting to collect on their own.
As Kim is on the phone with Mr. Homer, he explains that he made a payment recently for $10.00. She can
quickly see that he did in fact make a payment of $10.00, but that was on July 5. He wants to know the
check number for that payment to check his records. Kim drilled down into Mr. Homer’s entry on the report
and accessed the Billing Inquiry Module for the sequence. In an instant, she could tell him that it was check
number 754. He agrees to send them the balance due.
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Delinquency - Criteria 2 Report

Delinquency - Criteria 2 Report
The Delinquency - Criteria 2 Report is similar to the Delinquency - Criteria 1 Report except that it provides
the sequence details on the report and allows you to choose more options. On this report you can also
view overdue insurance-responsible amounts, as well as the overdue patient-responsible amounts.



We recommend that you generate this report every
month, along with the Open Claims Report (page 2.10).

Figure 2.5 Delinquency Criteria II Report Options
Table 2.5

Report Options Available for the Delinquency - Criteria 2 Report

Field

Description

Patient ID

To view overdue balances for specific patients by ID, enter the ID or range of IDs
here. For a single patient, enter the patient's ID in both the From and the To field.

Patient Name

To view overdue balances for specific patients by name, enter the name or name
range here. For a single patient, enter the patient's last name in both the From and
the To field. For a range of patient names (e.g., patients from Abercrombie to
Connor), enter the range here.

Posting Date

To view overdue balances for sequences posted during a certain date range, enter
that date range here. We recommend that the ending date for this range be at least
six weeks old. Sequences posted later than six weeks old are typically not yet
overdue amounts. In general, if you specify a Posting Date range, leave the Filed
Date at its default value. The sequence would have to match both date criteria to
appear on the report.

Filed Date

To view overdue balances for claims filed during a certain date range, enter that
date range here. In general, if you specify a Filed Date range, leave the Posting Date
at its default value. The sequence would have to match both date criteria to appear
on the report.

2.8
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Report Options Available for the Delinquency - Criteria 2 Report (continued)

Field

Description

Balance Range

To view only those overdue sequences within a certain dollar amount, enter the
minimum and maximum amounts in the From and To fields. (The report
automatically defaults these values to include all accounts with a positive balance.)

Patient Category

To include overdue amounts only for patients within a specific category, select the
category(ies) from this drop-down list.

Plan

To include overdue amounts only for claims outstanding to a specific insurance
plan, select the plan(s) from this drop-down list.

Provider

To include overdue amounts only for sequences posted against a certain provider,
select the provider(s) from this drop-down list.

Location

To include overdue amounts only for sequences posted for a certain practice
location, select the location(s) from this drop-down list.

Message No

If you want to include only those patients with a specific patient message currently
selected in the Message drop-down on their Patient Detail window, select the
message(s) from this list. This billing message prints on the patient's statement or
bill, depending on which they receive, and indicates the message the patient
received last.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: Choose Summary to display one line per sequence, unless you
choose to include the patient's filing notes in the report.

 Detail: Choose Detail to display the individual transactions within each
sequence on the report.
Provider Type

Each sequence has a rendering provider and a billing provider (sometimes this is
the same provider). When you choose the Provider option in the Group By section,
MicroMD PM needs to know if you want to order by rendering provider or billing
provider. Choose your option.

Responsibility

Each sequence has a responsibility attached to it. Choose the type of sequences
you want to include in this report.

 All: Choose this option to include all overdue balances, regardless of who is
responsible for payment.

 Insurance: Choose this option to include overdue balances that are currently
the primary insurance carrier's responsibility to pay.

 Patient All: Choose this option to include all overdue balances that are
currently the patient's responsibility to pay, regardless if there is a claim
outstanding with the insurance carrier.

 Patient/No Pending Insurance: Choose this option to include only those
overdue balances that are the patient's responsibility to pay and that have no
claim pending with a carrier.

 Patient/Pending Insurance: Choose this option to include only those overdue
balances that are the patient's responsibility to pay and where there is also a
claim pending with the primary insurance carrier.
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Open Claims Report

Report Options Available for the Delinquency - Criteria 2 Report (continued)

Field

Description

Bill/Statement

To filter the list to those patients who receive a specific type of billing document
(i.e., a statement or a bill) or those patients who do not receive a billing document,
place a check mark next to the appropriate item. The system pulls this information
from the Bill/Stmt option on the Patient Detail window for each patient in the list.

Include

The options in this section allow you to choose whether you want to view some
additional details on the resulting report:

 Collections: To include those patient accounts that have been turned over to
the collection agency, place a checkmark in this checkbox. (By default, this box
is checked to include those accounts in the report.) MicroMD PM knows these
patient accounts are with the collection agency when a number of fields on
their Patient Detail window have specific information in them. Please refer to
the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference Manual under Pre-Collection Module
for more information about that module.

 Filed Notes: Place a check mark in this checkbox to display each sequence's list
of filing notes on the report. Please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s
Reference Manual under Filing Notes for more details about these notes.
Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Patient Category, Plan, Provider
and/or Location. If you choose Provider, make sure you choose from the Provider
Type section whether you want to group by Rendering or Billing provider.

Open Claims Report
The Open Claims report lists all the outstanding claims that have been billed within the specified date
range and is based on the billing provider. This report provides sufficient information when making a
phone call to the insurance carrier regarding the status of the claim.



Simply double-click an entry in the report to access the
Billing Inquiry window for that patient. Please refer to
the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference Manual under
Billing Inquiry for more information on using that
module.

An open claim is defined as a claim that has been created in the system on which no payment has been
made. This claim could be on hold in the system. If the claim's status is Print, you have not actually sent
claims to the carrier yet. Processed claims have theoretically been sent to the carrier.

○

2.10

You should generate this report every month to follow up
on unpaid claims in your system. Make sure that the
ending date in the Posting Date range is at least six
weeks from the current date to exclude the recently
created claims.
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Figure 2.6 Open Claims Report Options
Table 2.6

Report Options Available for the Open Claims Report

Field

Description

Patient ID

To view open claims in the system for specific patients by ID, enter the ID or range
of IDs here. Leave the default value if you want to include all patients. For a single
patient, enter the patient's ID in both the From and the To field.

Patient Name

To view open claims in the system for specific patients by name, enter the name
or name range here. For a single patient, enter the patient's last name in both the
From and the To field. For a range of patient names (e.g., patients from
Abercrombie to Connor or all patients from N through T), enter the range here.

Posting Date

To view open claims for sequences posted during a certain date range, enter that
date range here. We recommend that the ending date for this range be at least six
weeks old. Sequences posted later than six weeks old are typically not yet
overdue amounts. In general, if you specify a Posting Date range, leave the Filed
Date at its default value. The sequence would have to match both date criteria to
appear on the report.

Filed Date

To view a list of claims filed during a certain date range that are still open in the
system, enter that date range here. In general, if you specify a Filed Date range,
leave the Posting Date at its default value. The sequence would have to match
both date criteria to appear on the report.

Service Date

To view outstanding claims for a range of dates of service, select the date
range here.

Plan

To include claims outstanding to a specific insurance plan, select the plan(s)
from this drop-down list. The sequence must also match the other criteria set on
this window.

Provider

To include open claims only for sequences posted against a certain billing
provider, select the provider(s) from this drop-down list.
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Open Claims Report

Report Options Available for the Open Claims Report (continued)

Field

Description

Location

To include open claims only for sequences posted for a certain practice location,
select the location(s) from this drop-down list.

Insurance Class,
Insurance
Category, Patient
Category, Service
Facility, Third Party,
or
Case Category

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can include:

Report Type








only open claims for those plans within a certain Insurance Class
only open claims for those plans within a certain Insurance Category
only open claims for those patients within a certain Patient Category
only open claims for services rendered at a certain facility
only open claims for cases associated with a certain third party
only open claims for cases associated with a certain Case Category

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: Select Summary to display an overview of each sequence on the
report. This does not include the individual transactions on the sequence.

 Detailed: Select Detailed to display the individual transactions within each
sequence on the report. This includes the individual transactions on the
sequence.
Responsibility

You can view open claims in the system that are the patient's responsibility to
pay (Patient option) or that are the insurance carrier's responsibility to pay
(Insurance option). You can also include all open claims in the system, regardless
of their responsibility (Both option).

Transactions

When you choose Detailed from the Report Type section, the system enables the
Transactions section. You can choose to display all transactions, including
payments, adjustments, etc., or you can choose to display only the charges billed
to the insurance carrier.

Show

The options in this section allow you to choose whether you want to view some
additional details on the resulting report. You can also specify some criteria for
the open claims that appear on the report:

 Filed Notes: Place a checkmark in this checkbox to display the list of filing
notes for each claim on the report. When you speak with the insurance
company, you can have this report in front of you and be able to provide
accurate filing information during your phone call. Please refer to the main
MicroMD PM User’s Reference Manual under Filing Notes for more details
these notes.

 Claims With 0 Seq Bal: Place a checkmark in this checkbox to include
sequences with a zero balance that still have open claims attached.

 Claims w/o Filed Date: Place a checkmark in this checkbox to include those
claims that have no filed date associated with them. You can only use this
checkbox when you enter a date in the Filed Date fields.
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Report Options Available for the Open Claims Report (continued)

Field

Description

Claim Type

The options in this section allow you to choose whether you want to view only
open primary claims (Primary option), only open secondary claims (Secondary
option), or only open tertiary claims (Tertiary option). To view all open claims in
the system, regardless of type, choose All from this section.

Claim Status

The options in this section allow you to choose whether you want to view only
open claims of a certain status: Processed, Print, or Hold. If you want to view all
open claims, regardless of their status in the system, choose All from this section.

Choose From

In the report, you can include open claims for only those plans within a certain
Insurance Class or within a certain Insurance Category; only those patients within
a certain Patient Category; or only those claims created for services rendered at a
certain facility. Choose which one you want to use. This controls the variable
drop-down list and appropriate Group By option.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Plan, Provider, Location and/or
Insurance Class, Insurance Category, Patient Category, Service Facility, Third
Party, or Case Category (depending on the choice you make in the Choose From
section).



Group the report by plan if you want to call insurance
companies. This lumps all open claims for each
insurance plan together in one place.

Sample Report
As recommended by the Support Team, Summervale Medical Center wants to generate their monthly
Open Claims Report. This allows them to follow up on claims for which carriers have yet to make payment.
When they generated this report, they chose the following options and left all others at their default values:

 Filed Date: They changed the To date to six weeks prior to their current system date. Their
insurance companies typically pay within that amount of time. If they haven't, it's time to follow
up on those claims.

 Report Type: They chose Detailed from this section. Once they did that, the system enabled the
Transactions section on the window.

 Responsibility: They chose Both from this section. There are times when a claim is the patient's
responsibility, but the claim is still pending and the carrier still has not paid the patient. This
allows Summervale Medical Center to help their patients out and follow up on those claims.

 Transactions: They chose All Transactions in this section to display any payments, etc. made by
a primary carrier on an open secondary claim in the list.

 Show: They checked the Filed Notes box to display the filing history of each open claim on the
report. When they talk to the insurance carrier, they can refer to this history if they need to point
out filing dates and that they have already re-filed the claim.

 Group By: Jennifer chose Plan from these options so she can address all open claims for each
insurance carrier when she has the contact on the phone. Since she chose a grouping option,
she can now access the Group Options icon ( ).
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Patient Aging Report

 Group Options: She chose to start each plan on a new page and to reset the page numbers with
each new break. If the contact person asks her to fax the information, she wants to make sure
they are clear on how many pages they are going to receive.
Once they generated this list, Jennifer at Summervale Medical Center now has a list she can use to call the
insurance companies and find out why the carriers have not paid on these claims yet. Since she chose to
group by plan, she has all of the outstanding claims for each insurance carrier available so she can address
them with the contact person all at once.

Patient Aging Report
The Patient Aging report breaks down the patient sequence amounts due by aging categories. Once the
report is generated, you can view the Billing Inquiry for a patient by double-clicking the patient. This is a
very versatile report that has many options.

Figure 2.7 Patient Aging Report Options
Table 2.7

Report Options Available for the Patient Aging Report

Field

Description

Report Criteria

You can base this report on the aging of patient-responsible amounts, the aging
of insurance-responsible amounts, or the aging of the entire account (regardless
of responsibility). Choose which you want to use for this report.

Dates Based On

You can base the amounts returned in this report on the different dates
associated with the patient's sequences. The system uses the number of days
you enter in the Aging Buckets section of this window with the date you choose
here to determine how to display the information in the report.

 Aging Date: A patient's aging date is the date responsibility changes from
one party to another, typically as a result of a payment made by the current
responsible party.

 Service Date: This is the date that services on the first line of the sequence
were rendered for the patient and rarely changes, unless the sequence is
reordered for some reason.

 Posting Date: This is the date that the sequence was originally posted
(typically the same date as the Service Date) and rarely changes, unless the
sequence is reordered for some reason.
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Report Options Available for the Patient Aging Report (continued)

Field

Description

Pat ID

To view aging information in the system for specific patients by ID, enter the ID or
range of IDs here. Leave the default value if you want to include all patients. For a
single patient, enter the patient's ID in both the From and the To field.

Pat Name

To view aging information in the system for specific patients by name, enter the
name or name range here. For a single patient, enter the patient's last name in
both the From and the To field. For a range of patient names (e.g., patients from
Abercrombie to Connor or all patients from N through T), enter the range here.

AR Total Balance

To view only those accounts-receivable balances within a certain dollar amount,
enter the minimum and maximum amounts in the From and To fields. (The
report automatically defaults these values to include all balances, including
credit balances.) Depending on your choice in the Report Criteria options, the
account balance in the AR Total Balance field pertains to either patientresponsible balance, the insurance-responsible balance or both.
Keep in mind that if your patients have higher account balances than the defaults
(either positive or negative), be sure to change the From and To figures
accordingly to capture those accounts.

Plan

To include amounts outstanding to a specific insurance plan, select the plan(s)
from this drop-down list. The sequence(s) must also match the other criteria set
on this window. The system enables this drop-down when you choose the
Insurance Aging or Both option from the Report Criteria section.

Provider

To include aging information only for sequences posted against a certain billing
provider, select the provider(s) from this drop-down list.

Location

To include aging information only for sequences posted for a certain practice
location, select the location(s) from this drop-down list.

Ins. Class,
Ins. Category,
Patient Category,
Service Facility,
Third Party,
or Case Category

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can view
aging information for only those plans within a certain Insurance Class or within
a certain Insurance Category; only those patients within a certain Patient
Category; or only those claims created for services rendered at a certain facility.

List Zero Balance

Place a checkmark in this checkbox to include accounts with zero balances
where there are non-zero sequences in the account that net out to an account
balance of zero. If the account only has sequences with a zero balance that make
the account balance zero, the account does not appear on this report, even if you
Place a checkmark in this checkbox. For the purposes of the report, we are only
interested in sequences with a balance of some kind.

Include Collections

To include those patient accounts that have been turned over to the collection
agency, place a checkmark in this checkbox. (By default, this box is checked to
include those accounts in the report.) MicroMD PM knows these patient accounts
are with the collection agency when a number of fields on their Patient Detail
window have specific information in them. Please refer to the main MicroMD PM
User’s Reference Manual for more information about the Pre-Collection Module.
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Patient Aging Report

Report Options Available for the Patient Aging Report (continued)

Field

Description

Landscape

Place a checkmark in this checkbox to print the report in a landscape format (i.e.,
11" x 8.5"), making the long edge of the paper the top of the printed page, instead
of the short edge as in normal printing. The landscape format provides additional
information not available in the portrait version, including the last patient
payment date, last patient payment amount, last visit and last statement date.

Composite Report

Place a checkmark in this checkbox to display the overall aging totals for
accounts in your practice without the details of the individual accounts. When
you place a checkmark in this checkbox, MicroMD PM disables all other options
except Dates Based On, Provider, Location and Aging Buckets.
This report automatically breaks down patient aging totals, insurance aging
totals, and then displays a grand total for the amounts outstanding. MicroMD
PM computes the totals on this version of the report based on outstanding
transactions; therefore, the report reflects the true AR of your practice,
regardless of any open day sheet in the system.

○
Estimated AR

The AR on this report may not necessarily be the
same as shown on the AR Summary Report if there is
an open day sheet in the system.

You have the option to show the practice's estimated AR (based on allowed
amount) in a column on the report (after the aging totals). To enable this option,
you must select Both from the Report Criteria section and place a check mark in
the Landscape checkbox of the Report Options section.
This estimated AR is calculated as the sequence balance except when the
sequence is out to the insurance company, whether primary, secondary or
tertiary. Then the estimated AR is calculated as the allowed amount (by the
patient's primary insurance) less any posted payments.

○

The estimated AR is always less than the actual
balance.

Choose From

In the report, you can include aging information for only those plans within a
certain Insurance Class or within a certain Insurance Category; only those
patients within a certain Patient Category; or only those sequences created for
services rendered at a certain facility. Choose which one you want to use. This
controls the variable drop-down list and appropriate Group By option.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Plan, Provider, Location and/or
Ins. Class, Ins. Category, Patient Category or Service Facility (depending on the
choice you make in the Choose From section).
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Report Options Available for the Patient Aging Report (continued)

Field

Description

Aging Buckets

If you want to view information in brackets greater than the standard 90 days (or
shorter than the standard 30 days), you can create up to four user-defined aging
brackets. If you alter these ranges, you can click the Reset Ranges button to
return the fields to their original values.
For example, Summervale Medical Center wanted to break down how many
patients were over 90 days past due. They created the following brackets simply
for the purposes of the report: 91-120, 121-150, 151-180, 181-9999. This allowed
them to further identify how delinquent those accounts really are.

Provider Type

Each sequence has a rendering provider and a billing provider (sometimes this is
the same provider). When you choose the Provider option in the Group By
section, MicroMD PM needs to know if you want to order by rendering provider or
billing provider. Choose your option. By default, the system uses the rendering
provider when grouping by provider.
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Correspondence Reports
The Correspondence/Letter reports act differently than most of the reports in MicroMD PM. These
reports allow you to print standardized mail merge patient and referring physician documents using
data gathered from various areas of MicroMD PM. Using the data in your MicroMD PM database, you can
customize those standard documents and pull details from each individual patient's (or referring
physician's) records.

○

For more information on creating mail merge documents
in MicroMD PM, please refer to your MicroMD PM User’s
Reference Manual under Create Mail Merge Document
utility.

In This Chapter
In this chapter, we cover:

 General information on printing letters (page 3.1)
 Importing data so you can print letters (page 3.2)
 Selecting individual patients or physicians for a letter (page 3.3)

Overview
Both the Patient Letters report and the Referring Doctor Letters report work the same, except for one uses
patient data, the other referring physician data. The only other difference in the two reports is that, since
Patient Letters, Pre-Collection letters and HIPAA Letters all use the same merge fields, MicroMD PM
provides checkboxes on the Patient Select window on the Patient Letters report to help you filter the
Document drop-down (Figure 3.1). The system marks the Patient and Collection options by default and
makes those documents available in the drop-down. To show HIPAA letters in the drop-down, simply
place a check mark in the HIPAA checkbox.

Figure 3.1 Patient Letters Window
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Importing Data to Print Letters

You can load the patients or physicians for whom you want to print a document in a couple of ways. You
can pick and choose the names from this report (page 3.3), or you can import the list of names from other
areas of MicroMD PM. (Please refer to page 3.2 for more in-depth details.)
These reports allow you to print a variety of mail merge documents (not just letters) for the selected
patients or physicians. The most common use of these reports is to print address labels, but you can also
print the following types of letters or documents for either patients or physicians:

 Announce a new practice location. Let your patients and referring physicians know you're
moving or that you've added a new location.

 Announce a new associate to the practice.
 Let patients know of important changes to insurance providers accepted, when you decide to
accept a new insurance network.

 Invite referring physicians to a function
The possibilities are endless in how you use mail merge in your practice.

Importing Data to Print Letters
In MicroMD PM, there are several reports and modules when you can export the resulting data to
temporary storage by clicking the Mail Merge Export icon ( ) on the vertical task bar if it is available.
When you open the Patient Letters report or the Referring Doctor Letters report, you can then import that
list of data by clicking the Mail Merge Import icon ( ) on the vertical task bar.
For example, it's September, and Summervale Medical Center wants to send all of their new patients from
August a welcome package. They need a personalized letter, mailing labels, and a survey of the patient's
experience with the practice (personalized with only the appropriate provider's name).

 The first task they had was to create the mail merge documents. They used the Create Mail
Merge Document utility and created: a letter (Pat_1_Welcome.doc), a label document
(Pat_1_Address.doc), and a postcard document (Pat_1_Survey.doc).



For more information on creating mail merge documents,
please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference
Manual under Create Mail Merge Documents.

 Next, they generated their New Patients Report (under Reports > Patient > New Patients) for
the month of August. They excluded those patients who have never visited the office, and they
excluded those patients who have passed away. Once they had their report, they clicked the
Mail Merge Export icon ( ) on the vertical task bar. This places the data in a temporary
holding area.

 Once Summervale Medical Center had the data they needed for their welcome package, they
opened the Patient Letters report (under Reports > Correspondence/Letter). They clicked the
Mail Merge Import icon ( ) on the vertical task bar to retrieve the data they saved from the
New Patients Report.

 The only task left was to print the documents. First, they selected Pat_1_Welcome.doc from the
Document drop-down list and clicked the Open Letter icon ( ) on the vertical task bar. This
launches Microsoft® Word, merges the data and prints the document. They did the same thing
with the Pat_1_Address.doc and Pat_1_Survey.doc files while the data was still in the window.
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That's it. After creating the mail merge documents, this process took them only about 15 minutes for 50
welcome packages. The same process is true for the Referring Doctor Report as well.

Selecting Individual Patients or Physicians
The Select Patients icon ( ) or the Select Referring Doctors icon ( ) on the Task Pane displays a
selection window (Figure 3.2) that allows you to pick and choose the patients or physicians for whom you
want to print a particular document if you already have a list you just want to key in.
Type patient's name or MicroMD PM ID in the Patient Name/No field to bring up the appropriate patient(s).
You can also search by the patient's chart number or social security number. You can search for referring
physicians by name or internal ID number.
The entries meeting the selected criteria appear in the green box at the bottom of the selection window.
To select patients (or referring physicians), you can double-click the entry(ies) you want to select or dragand-drop them into the white area of the window.

Figure 3.2 Selection Windows



You can select all patients (or referring physicians) in
your database by using a wildcard character. Simply
type a percent sign (%) in the Patient Selection window
and press the Enter key. Just be aware that selecting all
patients (or referring physicians) in your database could
take some time to load. Please be patient and allow the
process to complete.
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Management Reports
Management reports provide practices with the ability to view the posting histories and financial
information in the MicroMD PM system. Management reports delve down into the sequence, sometimes
even providing transaction-level information.



Many of these reports can only provide transactionlevel information only if staff members consistently
and properly use the green and blue Payment
Calculation windows when posting payments. Please
refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference Manual
under Posting Payments for more information.

In This Chapter
In this chapter, we cover the following reports:

 Applied Payments Report (page 4.1)
 Diagnosis History Report (page 4.4)
 Diagnosis Procedure Plan History Report (page 4.6)
 Insurance Profile Report (page 4.8)
 Plan Procedure History Report (page 4.11)
 Plan Procedure Summary Report (page 4.13)
 Posting Details By Patient Report (page 4.15)
 Pre-estimate Pending Report (page 4.18)
 Procedure History Report (page 4.18)
 Procedure Transaction History Report (page 4.22)
 Referral History Report (page 4.24)
 Referral Out History Report (page 4.24)
 Revenue Report (page 4.24)
 Service Facility History Report (page 4.27)

Applied Payments Report
The Applied Payments report tells you how the payments received by the practice were applied to charges
in the system. You can generate this report to tell you how the payments posted in a specific date range
were applied to the charges. You can also view how the payments posted within a date range were applied
to charges posted (or service provided) during a different date range. The Applied Payments report can
also tell you how and when adjustments or write-offs were applied to charges in the system. The report
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Applied Payments Report

gathers information from each transaction line and the details of that transaction line, but does not
include any deleted transactions.

○

For this report to provide information, users must post
payments using the green Payment Calculation Primary Insurance Plan window and the blue Payment
Calculation - Patient and Non-Primary Insurance
window.

Figure 4.1 Applied Payments Report Options
Table 4.1

Report Options Available for the Applied Payments Report

Field

Description

Payment
Posting Date

Select a date range in which the payments in question were posted. Payments
posted to the system within this date range that meet all other criteria on this
options window appear in the resulting report.

Charges
Posting Date

If you want to see payment information about those charges posted within a
specific date range that meet all other criteria set on this options window, enter
the date range here. Leave this date range at the default if you want to use the
Service Date field instead.

Service Date

If you want to see how payments were applied to procedures in the system where
the service was provided within a specific range and those transactions meet all
other criteria set on this options window, enter that range here. Leave this date
range at the default if you want to use the Charges Posting Date field instead.

Charge Code

If you want to see how payments were applied to a specific procedure, select the
procedure(s) from this list. These codes appear in the report only if they meet all
the criteria established on this window.

Payment Code

If you want to see how specific payment codes were applied to charges in the
system, you can select the procedure code(s) from this list. The transaction(s) for
the selected code(s) must meet all criteria established on this window.
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Report Options Available for the Applied Payments Report (continued)

Field

Description

Plan

To see payment information posted from certain carriers, select the plan(s) from
this list. The transactions posted from the selected plan(s) must meet all criteria
established on this window.

Provider

You can view how payments were applied to services performed by specific
providers. Select the provider(s) from this list. The transaction(s) that appear in the
report must meet all the criteria set on this window.

Ins. Class,
Ins. Category,
Location, or
Department

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can include
only those payments posted to specific locations, within a specific insurance class
or category, or to providers in specific departments.

POS

If you want to see payment information involving certain place of service codes,
select the code(s) from this list. The transaction(s) containing the selected POS
code(s) must meet all criteria established on this window.

Mod1, Mod2,
Mod3, and Mod4

If you want to see payment information involving certain modifiers, select the
modifier(s) from this list. The transaction(s) containing the selected modifier(s)
must meet all criteria established on this window.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: Select Summary to display a list of procedures, the corresponding
descriptions, place of service, modifiers, and the associated payments and
write-offs.

 Detail: Select Detail to show a list of patients, the procedures, the date of
service, and the associated payments and write-offs.

 History: Select History to display the Detail report, along with the detailed
payment and write-off information.
Procedure
Grouping

If you employ coverage classes or financial classes, you can find out how payments
were applied to procedures that fall within the specified Financial Class(es) or
within the specified Coverage Class(es). Those transactions must also meet the
other criteria set on this window.
Select either Coverage Class or Financial Class from the options and highlight the
appropriate class(es) from the field to the right. If you do not want to choose a
class, select No Class Group.

Choose From

In the report, you can include only those payments posted at specific locations,
within a specific insurance class or category, or to providers in specific
departments. Choose which one you want to use. This controls the variable dropdown list and appropriate Group By option.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Procedure or Patient; by Plan,
Provider, and/or Ins. Class, Ins. Category, Location or Department (depending on
the choice you make in the Choose From section).
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Sample Report
Summervale Medical Center has been renting an EKG machine since March 12, 2019. Their maintenance
invoice is due, and they want to see if they use the machine enough to justify buying their own machine.
They generate the Applied Payments report to see if they perform enough EKG procedures and receive
payments on those procedures to cover the cost of a machine. They are also interested in the EKG
procedures performed at their other locations. When they generated the report, they chose the following
options and left all others at their default values:

 Service Date: They typed 03122019 in the From field and left the To field at its default value.
 Charge Code: They clicked the magnifying glass icon (

) and chose their EKG procedure code.

 Group By: They placed a check mark next to the Location option so they could see a breakdown
of the payments on EKG procedures at their other offices as well.
The cost of the EKG machine they really want is about $9000. From the Payment column in this report, they
see that they could have the cost of the machine covered in at least two years (if not sooner) if their
business stays about the same. They can also see the breakdown of payments at the other practice
locations. They may need to purchase a second machine for their Canfield location. They don't really need
one for their Poland location. The cost of that machine would be covered as well, if they choose to buy a
second one.

Diagnosis History Report
The Diagnosis History report allows you to review the number of times the selected diagnosis code(s) were
posted in the system based on the other criteria you set on the options window. You can view the patients
who have had charges posted to their account for a particular diagnosis within a given date range. This
report also gives you a count of the distinct patients with the selected diagnosis code(s) posted to their
account. The system searches sequences regardless of responsibility.

Figure 4.2 Diagnosis History Report Options
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Report Options Available for the Diagnosis History Report

Field

Description

Service Date

If you want to see those sequences involving the selected diagnosis code(s)
where the service date of the sequence falls within a specific date range, select
that range here. The sequences must meet all other criteria set on this options
window. Leave this date range at the default if you want to use the Posting Date
field instead.
If a patient had multiple sequences on the same date of service using the same
diagnosis, the report only counts the diagnosis once.

Posting Date

If you want to see those sequences involving the selected diagnosis code(s)
where the posting date of the sequence falls within a specific date range, select
that range here. The sequences must meet all other criteria set on this options
window. Leave this date range at the default if you want to use the Service Date
field instead.
If a patient had multiple sequences posted on the same day using the same
diagnosis, the report only counts the diagnosis once.

Age

MicroMD PM enables this option when you select Detail from the Report Type
section. To generate a report including only those patients within a specific age
group, enter that range here.

Diagnosis

To see the number of patients with specific diagnosis codes posted, select the
code(s) from this list. This includes all four diagnosis fields, regardless of the
pointer. Choose either the 9 or the 10 option to change the diagnosis list in the
drop-down to either ICD-9 or ICD-10, respectively.

Provider

To see the number of patients with specific diagnosis codes posted with specific
providers, select the provider(s) from this list.

Diagnosis Class

If you want to see history information for specific diagnosis classes in the system,
select the class(es) from this list.

Location or Facility

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can see
history information for specific locations or service facilities in the system. Select
the location(s) or service facility(ies) from this list.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: Select Summary to see a basic list of diagnoses, the
corresponding count and percentage of the displayed list represented by the
diagnosis.

 Detail: Select Detail to show the service date, posting date, and patient ID/
name for the sequences where the diagnosis was used.
Sex

MicroMD PM enables this section when you choose Detail from the Report Type
section. To see diagnosis information about just your male patients, choose the
Male option. Choose Female to see diagnosis information for only the female
patients where the sequences meet all criteria set on this window. The system
defaults to Both.
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Diagnosis Procedure Plan History Report

Report Options Available for the Diagnosis History Report (continued)

Field

Description

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Diagnosis or Patient (available
only for the Detail report), by Provider, Diagnosis Class and/or Location or
Facility (depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section).

Choose From

In the report, you can include only those diagnosis codes posted at specific
locations or for specific service facilities. Choose which one you want to use. This
controls the variable drop-down list and appropriate Group By option.

Diagnosis Procedure Plan History Report
The Diagnosis Procedure Plan History report is a combination of the Procedure History and the Diagnosis
History reports. It allows users to cross-reference procedure and primary diagnosis codes in one report.
For example, you want to know which primary diagnosis codes (indicated by the Diag column on the
Charges window) were associated with a procedure during a certain month. This report provides that
information. The report also works the other way around-showing which procedure codes were associated
with certain primary diagnosis codes.

Figure 4.3 Diagnosis Procedure Plan History Report Options
Table 4.3

Report Options Available for the Diagnosis Procedure Plan History Report

Field

Description

Service Date

To view the diagnosis/procedure relationship where the service date of the
procedure line falls on a certain date or within a date range, select the date (or date
range) here.

Posting Date

To view the diagnosis/procedure relationship where the procedure was posted on
a certain date or within a date range, select the date (or date range) here.
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Report Options Available for the Diagnosis Procedure Plan History Report (continued)

Field

Description

Age

If you want to narrow the data in your report to include only those patients within a
certain age range, enter that range in this field. For the Summary report, the system
includes both male and female patients within that range. For the Detail report, the
system includes only those patients within the age range that meet the criteria you
set in the Sex section options.



To clear out the age fields without resetting all of the
options on this window, click the (RANGE) button
next to the Age field.

Diagnosis

If you want to generate a report of procedures associated with a certain diagnosis
code, select that diagnosis code from the Diagnosis drop-down list and check the
Diagnosis checkbox in the Group By section. If you want to be more specific about
the procedures associated with the selected diagnosis, you can also specify the
procedure codes in the Procedure drop-down list. Choose either the 9 or the 10
option to change the diagnosis list in the drop-down to either ICD-9 or ICD-10,
respectively.

Procedure

If you want to generate a report of diagnoses associated with a certain procedure
code, select that procedure code from the Procedure drop-down list and check the
Procedure checkbox in the Group By section. If you want to be more specific about
the diagnoses associated with the selected procedure, you can also specify the
diagnosis codes in the Diagnosis drop-down list.

Plan, Provider, or
(Location, Facility,
or Department)

You can narrow your report even more by selecting certain plans, providers and/or
locations (or service facilities or departments) or any combination of choices from
the three drop-downs.

Report Type

Choose Summary to generate a report with general counts of the procedures/
diagnoses selected for the report, including total male and female counts and the
average age.
Choose Detail to generate a report that provides individual patient information for
each procedure/diagnosis selected, including charge amount, payments, and
write-offs. In the Detail report, you also have the ability to choose which patient sex
to include in the report. For example, you can generate a report for a procedure for
all male patients between the ages of 25 and 40.

○
Sex

When you generate a Detail report, the payments,
write-offs, etc. display only if you use the green
Payment Calculation window when posting
payments.

When you choose Detail from the Report Type section, MicroMD PM enables this
section so you can narrow the report to include only male patients, only female
patients, or everyone that meets all the options set in this window.
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Report Options Available for the Diagnosis Procedure Plan History Report (continued)

Field

Description

Group By

These options allow you to organize the information in the report. You must group
the report by either procedure or diagnosis, but you have the added ability to
group by location and provider.

Choose From

If want to include information or group the report by service facility or department
instead of practice location, choose the appropriate option from the Choose From
section of the options window. This controls the variable drop-down list and
appropriate Group By option.

Diagnosis

You can generate the report based on whether the diagnosis(es) you choose in the
Diagnosis option is only a primary diagnosis on the sequence. If it does not matter
for the purposes of your report whether the diagnosis is primary or in another
position, you can choose Show All.

Insurance Profile Report
This Insurance Profile report provides a historic count of the primary insurances billed and the total
charges, payments, and write-offs involved. If a patient had this insurance at one time and charges were
billed to that carrier, the sequence appears on this list, even after the charge has been paid and/or
responsibility has changed. If no charges were billed to an insurance carrier, the patient will not appear on
this report.
You can view a list of all patient sequences (not distinct patients) and the total charges posted to each
sequence, along with the payments and write-offs associated with those charges for a particular plan
within the specified posting date range.
You can also view a version of the summary report for payments that breaks them down into primary,
secondary, and tertiary. Or you can view a version of the summary report for write-offs that breaks them
down into primary, secondary and tertiary. The options that allow you to do this are the Service Date and
Profile Options fields. To enable these fields you must select Summary from the Report Type section and
choose Service Date from the Based On section. These choices together enable the Profile Options
section. Table 4.4 has more detailed information about these fields.

4.8

○

This report also includes those payments posted without
using the green Payment Calculation window.



If you only want a summary report, we recommend that
you print the Summary report called “Insurance Profile”
(under Reports > Summary > Insurance Profile). It
generates much quicker than this detailed report.
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Figure 4.4 Insurance Profile Report Options
Table 4.4

Report Options Available for the Insurance Profile Report

Field

Description

Posting Date

If you want to see the total charges (and the payments and write-offs applied to
those charges) for sequences posted within a specific date range, select that range
here. The sequences must meet all other criteria set on this options window.
When based on Posting Date, the system references the posting date of the whole
sequence and includes all of the charges from the sequence, as well as the
payments and write-offs of the primary insurance company within the sequence,
regardless of the posting date of the individual transaction lines.

Service Date

To activate this date range, choose Summary from the Report Type section and
choose Service Date from the Based On section. If you want to see the profile for
transactions where the service date of the payment or write-off transaction falls
within a specific date range, select that range here. When you base the report on
Service Date, the system references the service date of individual transaction lines.

Plan

If you want to see the total charges (and the payments and write-offs applied to
those charges) for sequences posted to specific plans, select the plan(s) from this
list.

Provider

If you want to see the total charges (and the payments and write-offs applied to
those charges) for sequences posted for specific providers, select the provider(s)
from this list.

Location

If you want to see the total charges (and the payments and write-offs applied to
those charges) for sequences posted at specific locations, select the location(s) from
this list.

Ins. Class or
Ins. Category

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can see the
total charges (and the payments and write-offs applied to those charges) for
sequences posted to specific plans within specific Insurance Classes or within a
specific Insurance Categories.
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Report Options Available for the Insurance Profile Report (continued)

Field

Description

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: Select Summary to display one line per plan, including the number of
sequences, total charge amount, total payments received and total write-offs
applied. When you choose Summary, the system also enables the Service Date
field in the Based On section.

 Detail: Select Detail to display a list of the sequences (with patient name and ID)
for each plan in the report, the charge amount billed for each sequence, and the
payment and write-off applied to those charges.
Provider Type

When you group the report by provider, you can elect to see the rendering provider's
name or the billing provider's name on the sequences listed.

Choose From

In the report, you can include only those sequences posted to specific plans within a
specific Insurance Class or within a specific Insurance Category. Choose which one
you want to use. This controls the variable drop-down list and appropriate Group By
option.

Dates Based On

This choice is only available when you choose Summary from the Report Type
section. Your choice in this section enables or disables the Posting Date and Service
Date range fields as appropriate. When you select Service Date, the system also
enables the Profile Options section.

Profile Options

The system enables this section when you choose Summary from the Report Type
section and choose Service Date from the Based On section of this window. You
have three options:

 Payments: When you choose Payments, the system displays only the payments
on the report for each plan and breaks them down into primary, secondary and
tertiary.

 Write-offs: When you choose Write-offs, the system displays only the write-offs in
the report for each plan and breaks them down into primary, secondary and
tertiary.

 Total: When you choose Total, the system displays the totals posted against the
insurance companies and includes the primary, secondary, and tertiary
amounts.
Show Self-Pay

Check this checkbox to include information on the report for those patients with no
insurance plans and those payments with a bill flag of N.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Provider, Location, and/or Ins.
Class or Ins. Category (depending on the choice you make in the Choose From
section).
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Plan Procedure History Report
The Plan Procedure History report provides information about the procedures billed to insurance plans in
the system, including the contracted and allowed amount for the charge, the amount the insurance paid,
and the amount the practice wrote off. With this report, you can also view the actual number of patients
(with insurance plans) who had the procedure, along with the patient's name and ID, age, etc.

○

For this report to provide payment and write-off
information, users must post payments using the green
Payment Calculation - Primary Insurance Plan window.
This report provides primary insurance payments only.

The totals on your report may vary based on the grouping you choose in the report. For example, one
sequence could have different line items out to different payers. The different payers may have different
insurance categories. The patient’s sequence would count under each insurance category, but the total in
the Report Summary section only counts the sequence once.

Figure 4.5 Plan Procedure History Report Options
Table 4.5

Report Options Available for the Plan Procedure History Report

Field

Description

Posting Date

If you want to see information for transactions posted within a specific date range,
select that range here. The transactions must meet all other criteria set on this
options window.

Service Date

If you want to see information for transactions where the service was provided
within a specific date range, select that range here. The transactions must meet all
other criteria set on this options window.

Age

MicroMD PM enables this option when you select Detail from the Report Type
section. To generate a report including only procedures posted to those patients
within a specific age group, enter that range here.
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Table 4.5

Plan Procedure History Report

Report Options Available for the Plan Procedure History Report (continued)

Field

Description

Procedure

If you want to see information for specific procedures, select the procedure(s) from
this list. The transactions containing these codes appear in the report only if they
meet all the criteria established on this window.

POS

If you want to see information for specific places of service, select the place(s) of
service from this list. The transactions containing these POS codes appear in the
report only if they meet all the criteria established on this window.

Mod1, Mod2,
Mod3, and Mod4

If you want to see information for those procedures that use specific modifiers,
select the modifier(s) from these lists. The modifier fields on the transaction default
from the procedure's detail window.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M1 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod1 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M2 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod2 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M3 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod3 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M4 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod4 drop-down list.



Use the Mod1, Mod2, Mod3 and Mod4 options in
conjunction with a specific procedure selected in
the Procedure drop-down for an extremely
detailed report.

Plan

To see procedures posted to patients with specific plans, select the plan(s) from
this list. The transactions posted involving the selected plan(s) must meet all
criteria established on this window.

Provider

To view information about those procedures posted to patients of specific
providers in the system, select the provider(s) from this list. The transaction(s) that
appear in the report must meet all the criteria set on this window.

Ins. Class,
Location or
Department

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can see the
procedure history information for transactions posted to specific plans within
specific Insurance Classes, posted at specific locations or for specific departments.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: Select Summary to list one line per procedure per plan, including
the charge, allowed amount, paid amount, and write-off amount. The
summary lines are the average charge, allowed, paid and write-off amounts
for that procedure for that plan. The report averages the non-zero values.

 Detail: Select Detail to include the transaction information for a given
procedure posted to the plan. This includes the patient name and ID and the
service dates of the procedure. The Detail report also includes the contracted
amount with the insurance carrier for the procedures.
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Report Options Available for the Plan Procedure History Report (continued)

Field

Description

Provider Type

When you group the report by provider, you can elect to see the rendering
provider's name or the billing provider's name for the procedures listed.

Sex

MicroMD PM enables this section when you choose Detail from the Report Type
section. To see procedures posted to plans for just your male patients, choose the
Male option. Choose Female to see procedures posted to plans for only the female
patients. The system defaults to Both.

Choose From

In the report, you can include only those procedures posted to specific plans within
a specific Insurance Class or Insurance Category, at a specific location or for
providers within specific departments. Choose which one you want to use. This
controls the variable drop-down list and appropriate Group By option.

Show Self-Pay

Place a check mark in the Show Self-Pay option to include information from
patient sequences that do not have insurance plans associated with them.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Procedure or Patient, Plan,
Provider and/or Ins. Class, Ins. Category, Location or Department (depending on
the choice you make in the Choose From section).

Sample Report
Dr. Kumar's yearly contract is due for renewal with ABC Insurance, and the carrier has made some
significant changes in their allowed amounts. Dr. Kumar wants to see how it would affect his business if he
chose not to renew his contract. He asked Kim to determine how much of an impact this would have for his
patients. When she generated the report, she chose the following options and left all others at their default
values:

 Service Date: She typed 01012018 in the From field and 12312018 in the To field to find out
how much of a difference the new allowed amounts would have based on last year's data.

 Plan: She selected ABC Insurance from this drop-down list so only data related to this plan
appeared on the report.

 Provider: From this drop-down list, Kim selected Dr. Kumar since she wanted to see the activity
posted only for this physician.
Once they generate this report, Dr. Kumar can see the difference between the new contract he has with the
reality of the past year with this insurance carrier. He can use this report and the Insurance Profile to
determine how the new contracted amounts would affect his business.

Plan Procedure Summary Report
The Plan Procedure Summary report provides a summary of the procedures for plans in your system based
on the profile established for each procedure and specific plan when posting payments. The report
includes the practice's charge, the contracted and allowed amounts for the plan, the amount the
insurance actually paid for that procedure, and the amount the practice writes off for the procedure. This
report is an excellent way to compare the payment profile for various insurance plans for a specific
procedure.
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○

Plan Procedure Summary Report

For this report to provide information, staff members
must post payments using the green Payment
Calculation - Primary Insurance Plan window and the
blue Payment Calculation - Patient and Non-Primary
Insurance window.

Figure 4.6 Plan Procedure Summary Report Options
Table 4.6

Report Options Available for the Plan Procedure Summary Report

Field

Description

Plan

To see the procedure profile for specific plans, select the plan(s) from this list. The
procedure(s) must meet the other criteria set on this options window.

Provider

To see the profile of those procedures relating only to specific providers, select the
provider(s) from this list. The procedure(s) that appear in the report must meet all
the criteria set on this window.

POS

If you want to see information for specific places of service, select the place(s) of
service from this list. The procedure(s) containing these POS codes appear in the
report only if they meet all the criteria established on this window.

Ins. Class or
Ins. Category

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can see the
procedure profile information for those plans within specific insurance classes or
insurance categories.

Procedure

You can view the profile information for specific procedures. Select the procedure(s)
from this list.
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Report Options Available for the Plan Procedure Summary Report (continued)

Field

Description

Mod1, Mod2,
Mod3, and Mod4

If you want to see information for those procedures that use specific modifiers,
select the modifier(s) from these lists.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the Modifier1 field on the
procedure's detail window, select the modifier(s) from the Mod1 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the Modifier2 field on the
procedure's detail window, select the modifier(s) from the Mod2 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the Modifier3 field on the
procedure's detail window, select the modifier(s) from the Mod3 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the Modifier4 field on the
procedure's detail window, select the modifier(s) from the Mod4 drop-down list.
Choose From

In the report, you can include only procedure profile information for specific plans
within specific insurance classes or insurance categories. Choose which one you
want to use. This controls the variable drop-down list and appropriate Group By
option.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Plan, Provider and/or Ins. Class or
Ins. Category (depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section).

Posting Details By Patient Report
The Posting Details by Patient report provides a complete transaction report. One of the great uses of this
report is to recreate a day sheet for a given day. Just enter the day sheet date in the From and To field of
the Posting Date range (e.g., enter 01/05/2019 in both fields). However, since this report is generated from
the transaction history, it may not be identical to a day sheet if a procedure line has been deleted from the
system. Because this report is not actually your day sheet, however, you cannot print deposit slips,
operator summary, etc.



For this report to provide accurate information, users
must post payments using the green Payment
Calculation - Primary Insurance Plan window and the
blue Payment Calculation - Patient and Non-Primary
Insurance window.

Figure 4.7 Posting Details by Patient Report Options
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Table 4.7

Posting Details By Patient Report

Report Options Available for the Posting Details By Patient Report

Field

Description

Patient ID

To view posting information for specific patients by ID, enter the ID or range of IDs
here. Leave the default value if you want to include all patients. For a single patient,
enter the patient's ID in both the From and the To field.

Patient Name

To view posting information for specific patients by name, enter the name or name
range here. For a single patient, enter the patient's last name in both the From and
the To field. For a range of patient names (e.g., patients from Abercrombie to Connor
or all patients from N through T), enter the range here.

Posting Date

To view the details of transactions posted within a specific date range, enter that
range in these fields.



Enter the same date in both the From and the To
fields to recreate a day sheet. Even though you
cannot print the deposit slip, etc., this is a useful tool
if you need information from a previous day sheet.

Plan

To view the details of transactions posted for patients with specific plans, select the
plan(s) from this list.

User

MicroMD PM enables this field when the user checks the Show By Operator
checkbox. To see the details of the transactions posted by specific users, select the
user(s) from this list.

Provider

To view the details of transactions posted for patients with a specific rendering
provider, select the provider(s) from this list.

Location

To view the details of transactions posted at specific locations, select the location(s)
from this list.

Containing Text

To search for specific transactions, you can enter text you want to find in the
transaction. For example, this field can be used to search for all transactions with a
specified check number. The transaction(s) must also meet all other criteria set on
this options window.



Containing Text fields are very literal. If you type ck
# 12345, but the user entered ck #12345 when
they posted the payment, the system won't find any
results because of the extra space you typed after
the number (#) sign.

Show by User

Check this checkbox to enable the User drop-down list. You can then select specific
user(s) from the list to see transaction information posted by those users.

Show Payments
Only

To see only those transactions that use payment codes (i.e., codes with a place of
service of PO - Payment Other), check this checkbox. The transactions must also
meet the other criteria on this options window. This checkbox enables the Include
Zero Payments checkbox.
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Report Options Available for the Posting Details By Patient Report (continued)

Field

Description

Include Zero
Payments

MicroMD PM enables this checkbox when the user checks the Show Payments Only
checkbox. To see those payment codes posted where no amount was entered (e.g.,
coinsurance codes or other payment note codes), check this checkbox.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Plan, Provider and/or Location. In
addition, when you check the Show By Operator checkbox, MicroMD PM enables the
User drop-down list and Group By option.

Sample Report
Jennifer at Summervale Medical Center is on the phone with Mr. Smith. He is concerned because the check
he wrote to pay his balance was cashed, but he just received an overdue notice. He sent the check within
the last month. Jennifer chose to use the Posting Details by Patient Report so she could quickly find out
where the check was posted. When she generated the report, she chose the following options and left all
others at their default values:

 Patient: Jennifer typed 51677 (Mr. Smith's account number) in both the From and the To fields.
 Posting Date: Since Mr. Smith knows he sent the check within the last month and it was cashed
within the last month and today is 06/12/2019, Jennifer typed 05012019 in the From field and
left the To field at its default value. This should narrow the data to an accurate range.

 Containing Text: Since Jennifer narrowed the field of patients to only Mr. Smith, she can type
the check number without retrieving all patients using that check number for their payment.
She typed 5541 in this field to search for only those transactions containing those four
numbers in the description.

 Display Options: Jennifer checked the Show Payments Only checkbox so she could filter out
and search only payment transactions that contain 5541 in their description.
When she generated the report, Jennifer noticed that this check number does not appear in Mr. Smith's
account. She decided to open up the patient search in case the payment was mistakenly posted to the
wrong account. She clicked the Report Options icon ( ) on the vertical task bar and clicked the Range
button in the Patient field. This resets the patient range to widen the search to all patients. The odds are
that, within the specified time frame, not that many patients will have used the same check number for the
same amount.
Once she opened it up, she found that a check number 5541 for $153.76 was posted against account
number 5167. When she looked into it further, she discovered that this was actually meant for Mr. Smith's
account (51677). She fixed the error on both accounts, printed Mr. Smith a receipt she could drop in the
mail and called him to assure him that the error was corrected and to thank him for his patience.
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Pre-estimate Pending Report

Pre-estimate Pending Report
The Pre-estimate Pending Report allows dental practices to track the outstanding pre-estimate sequences
currently in the system. For more in-depth information about this report, please refer to the Dental chapter
in the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference Manual.

Figure 4.8 Pre-estimate Pending Report Options

Procedure History Report
The Procedure History report is used to view a history of the selected procedure code(s) posted in your
system—each time it was posted and against which patient(s) it was posted, including any adjustments.
The payments and write-offs displayed for the charges in this report are only the primary insurance
payments and the write-offs associated with them.
Keep in mind that if transaction lines have been deleted from the patient sequences, they do not show on
this report. The report also does not include balance forward debit or balance forward credit transactions
since they are not charges, payments or write-offs.

○



For this report to provide accurate information, users
must post payments using the green Payment
Calculation - Primary Insurance Plan window.

You should not try to match this report with the Provider
Utilization - Day Sheet Summary report. That report does
not include totals from day sheets that are still open.

The Summary report displays the average charge, allowed, payment and write-off amounts for each
procedure in the report and lists only the procedures (not the patients). The Detail report displays specific
information for each occurrence of the selected procedure(s), including the patient information and profit
information. If you group the Detail report by Patient, you can also see the number of distinct patients with
the procedure posted.
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Figure 4.9 Procedure History Report Options
Table 4.8

Report Options Available for the Procedure History Report

Field

Description

Service Date

If you want to see information for transactions where the service was provided within
a specific date range, select that range here. The transactions must meet all other
criteria set on this options window.

Posting Date

If you want to see information for procedures posted within a specific date range,
select that range here. The transactions must meet all other criteria set on this
options window. The posting date for transactions related to the procedure(s) could
be different than the range selected because the target of this report is the
procedure.

Age

MicroMD PM enables this field when you choose Detail in the Report Type section
and place a check mark in the Landscape checkbox of the Display Options section.
To generate a report including only procedures posted to those patients within a
specific age group, enter that range here.



To see only those patients that are 65, type 65 in the
From field and in the To field.

Procedure

If you want to see information for specific procedures, select the procedure(s) from
this list. The transactions containing these codes appear in the report only if they
meet all the criteria established on this window.

Provider

To see the history of those procedures relating only to specific providers, select the
provider(s) from this list. The procedure(s) that appear in the report must also meet
all the criteria set on this window.

Department

If you want procedure history information relating to specific departments in your
system, select the department(s) from this list. The procedure(s) that appear in the
report must also meet all the criteria set on this window.
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Table 4.8

Procedure History Report

Report Options Available for the Procedure History Report (continued)

Field

Description

Location or
Facility

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can see the
procedure history information for transactions posted at specific locations or for
specific facilities.

POS

If you want to see a history for procedures involving certain place of service codes,
select the code(s) from this list. The transaction(s) containing the selected POS
code(s) must meet all criteria established on this window.

Mod1, Mod2,
Mod3, and
Mod4

If you want to see information for those procedures that use specific modifiers, select
the modifier(s) from these lists. The modifier fields on the transaction default from
the procedure's detail window.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M1 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod1 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M2 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod2 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M3 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod3 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M4 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod4 drop-down list.
Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: A Summary report provides a brief overview of the selected
procedure(s), including any payments or write-offs posted to that procedure. The
system displays one line per procedure.

 Detail: A Detail report lists specific patient information for each occurrence of the
posted procedure. Choosing Detail enables the Display Options, Procedure and
Location fields to provide more information. Choosing Detail also enables the
Labels/ Mail Merge task in the Task Pane. This allows you to print labels or mail
merge documents for the patients that appear on this report.
The total charges, payments, write-offs, and refunds are listed at the bottom of the
report and reflect the totals by type out of the Amount column (not the other
columns on the report).
Display Options

4.20

MicroMD PM enables this field when you choose Detail in the Report Type section.
Place a check mark in the Landscape checkbox to print the report in landscape
format. The landscape format displays additional information not available in the
portrait version. This includes the patient's chart number, sex, age, date of their last
visit, the units billed for the procedure, the estimated cost (entered in the procedure's
detail window), and the profit made from the procedure (the payment received for
the procedure less the estimated cost).
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Report Options Available for the Procedure History Report (continued)

Field

Description

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Provider, Department and/or
Location or Service Facility (depending on the choice you make in the Choose From
section). In addition, when you generate a Detail report, you can further organize the
report by Procedure or by Patient.
If you employ Coverage Classes or Financial Classes, you can include only those
procedures that fall within the specified Coverage Class(es) or that fall within the
specified Financial Class(es). Choose either Coverage Class or Financial Class from
the options and highlight the appropriate class(es) from the field to the left. If you do
not want to choose a class, choose No Class Group.

Sex

The system enables this field when you choose Detail in the Report Type section and
place a check mark in the Landscape checkbox of the Display Options section. To see
procedures posted for just your male patients, choose the Male option. Choose
Female to see procedures posted for only the female patients. The system defaults
to Both.

Choose From

In the report, you can include only those procedures posted at a specific location or
for services rendered at specific service facilities. Choose which one you want to use.
This controls the variable drop-down list and appropriate Group By option.

Procedure
Types

There are different kinds of procedure codes in MicroMD PM (i.e., charge codes,
payment codes, write-off codes, adjustment codes, etc.). In this section, you can
choose to view only the charges (and any charge adjustments), only the payments
(and any payment adjustments), only the write-offs (and any write-off adjustments),
or you can view all procedures codes posted in the system. Choose the type of
procedure for which you want to generate this report.

Sample Report
It's March 2019, and Dr. Webb (an anesthesiologist at Summervale Medical Center) wants to know to how
many patients between the ages of birth to 5-years-old she had to administer anesthesia last year. She is
particularly interested in anesthesia she has administered to patients at Westview Regional Hospital. Dr.
Webb asked Jennifer to find out this information for her. When Jennifer generated the report, she chose
the following options and left all others at their default values:

 Service Date: Jennifer typed 01012019 in the From field and 12312019 in the To field for
anesthesia services performed last year.

 Report Type: She chose Detail from these options to activate the Display Options section.
 Display Options: From this section, she checked the Landscape checkbox to enable the Age
fields.

 Age: Jennifer left the From field blank and typed 5 in the To field to include only those patients
who are newborn to age 5.

 Procedure: From this list of procedures, she chose all of the anesthesia codes they use. These
are the only services she needs in the report.

 Provider: Since Jennifer is only concerned with services performed by Dr. Webb, she chose this
physician from the drop-down list.
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Procedure Transaction History Report

 Choose From: In this section, Jennifer chose Service Facility so she has access to the hospitals in
their system.

 Service Facility: Jennifer chose Westview Regional Hospital from this list.
In the Report Summary section at the bottom of the report, Jennifer sees that next to the Distinct Patient
Count field, Dr. Webb has administered anesthesia to 22 patients in that age range in the last year.

Procedure Transaction History Report
The Procedure Transaction History report is a history of actions taken on each charge. This report is
different from the Procedure History report (page 4.18). The Procedure Transaction History report includes
all the payments applied to a charge regardless of whether it is a primary, secondary, tertiary, or patient
payment, where the Procedure History report only displays primary insurance payments. Keep in mind
that if transaction lines have been deleted from the patient sequences, they do not show on this report.
The Procedure Transaction History report also provides a more in-depth look at the details of the
transactions, where the Procedure History report provides a more general look at the transactions
involving the selected procedure(s). Another difference between the two reports is that the Procedure
Transaction History report includes balance forward credits and debits, while the Procedure History report
does not.

○



Remember that this report provides you with accurate
data only if you post your payments, write-offs, and any
adjustments using the green Payment Calculation Primary Insurance Plan window and the blue Payment
Calculation - Patient and Non-Primary Insurance
window.

You should not try to match this report with the Provider
Utilization - Day Sheet Summary report. That report does
not include totals from day sheets that are still open.

Figure 4.10 Procedure Transaction History Report Options
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Report Options Available for the Procedure Transaction History Report

Field

Description

Service Date

If you want to see information related to charges where the service was provided
within a specific date range, select that range here. The transactions must meet all
other criteria set on this options window.

Posting Date

If you want to see information related to charges posted within a specific date range,
select that range here. The charge transaction(s) must meet all other criteria set on
this options window. The posting date for transactions related to the charge(s) could
be different than the range selected because the target of this report is the charge.

Age

MicroMD PM enables this field when you choose Detail or Transaction Detail in the
Report Type section. To generate a report including only charges posted to those
patients within a specific age group, enter that range here.



To see only those patients that are 65, type 65 in the
From field and in the To field.

Procedure

If you want to see information for specific procedure codes, select the procedure(s)
from this list. The charge lines containing these codes appear in the report only if
they meet all the criteria established on this window. MicroMD PM then displays the
transactions associated to those codes, regardless if those transactions meet the
criteria set on the window.

Provider

To see the history of those procedures relating only to specific providers, select the
provider(s) from this list. The procedure(s) that appear in the report must also meet
all the criteria set on this window.

Location

You can see the procedure history information for charges posted at specific practice
locations. Select the location(s) from this list.

POS

If you want to see a history for procedures involving certain place of service codes,
select the code(s) from this list. The charge line(s) containing the selected POS
code(s) must meet all criteria established on this window.

Mod1, Mod2,
Mod3, and
Mod4

If you want to see information for those procedures that use specific modifiers, select
the modifier(s) from these lists. The modifier fields on the transaction default from
the procedure's detail window.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M1 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod1 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M2 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod2 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M3 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod3 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M4 field on the
procedure's detail window, select the modifier(s) from the Mod4 drop-down list.
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Referral History Report

Report Options Available for the Procedure Transaction History Report (continued)

Field

Description

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: A Summary report provides a brief overview of the selected
procedure(s), including any payments or write-offs posted to that procedure. The
system displays one line per procedure, similar to the Procedure History report.

 Detail: A Detail report lists specific patient information for each occurrence of the
posted procedure, as well as the payment and write-off details. Choosing Detail
also enables the Age and Sex fields, providing more flexibility in finding the
information you need.

 Transaction Detail: A Transaction Detail report lists a breakdown of all the
payments and adjustments for each charge line, including the patient and plan
details for the charge line.
Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Provider or Location. In addition,
when you generate a Detail or Transaction Detail report, you can further organize the
report by Procedure or by Patient.
If you employ coverage classes or financial classes, you can find out how payments
were applied to procedures that fall within the specified financial class(es) or
payments posted from a plan in the specified coverage class(es). Those transactions
must also meet the other criteria set on this window. Select either Coverage Class or
Financial Class from the options and highlight the appropriate class(es) from the
field to the right.

Sex

The system enables this field when you choose Detail or Transaction Detail in the
Report Type section. To see procedures posted for just your male patients, select the
Male option. Select Female to see procedures posted for only the female patients.
The system defaults to Both.

Referral History Report
For more details about the Referral History Report, please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference
Manual under Referral Module.

Referral Out History Report
For more details about the Referral Out History Report, please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s
Reference Manual under Referral Module.

Revenue Report
The Revenue report provides a list of the amounts paid to the practice from each insurance carrier in the
system. This report can also provide a list of patient sequences and the total payment/write-off amounts
for each sequence. Depending on the choices you make for this report, you can determine the income
generated through each of your practice locations. You can see the amounts each provider's patients bring
into the practice. The combinations are up to you.
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○

The totals on this report even include those payments,
write-offs, payment adjustments, and write-off
adjustments not posted through the green or blue
Payment Calculation window.

Figure 4.11 Revenue Report Options
Table 4.10 Report Options Available for the Revenue Report

Field

Description

Posting Date

If you want to see the revenue generated by those sequences where the
posting date of the payment falls within a specific date range, select that range
here. Sequences must also meet the other criteria set on this window.

Plan

If you want to see the payments by specific insurance carriers, select the
plan(s) from this list. The sequences involving the selected plan(s) must also
meet the other criteria set on this window.

Referring Dr.

If you want to see the income generated through the referrals of specific
physicians, select the referring physician(s) from this list. The sequences with
the selected physician(s) listed must also meet the other criteria set on this
window.

Provider

If you want to see the income generated by those patients seen by specific
providers in your practice, select the provider(s) from this list.

Location, Service
Facility, or
Department

Depending on the choice you make in the appropriate Choose From section,
you can see the income generated at specific practice locations, from certain
service facilities, or from particular departments within the practice(s).


Ins. Class or
Ins. Category

For another report that provides revenue from
service facilities, try using the Service Facility Report
(under Reports > Management > Service Facility).

Depending on the choice you make in the appropriate Choose From section,
you can see the income generated from those plans within a specific insurance
class or within a specific category.
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Table 4.10 Report Options Available for the Revenue Report (continued)

Field

Description

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: Choose Summary to list the income from plans in the system
within the date range selected. The number of sequences only includes
those that contain a payment with a date that falls within the selected
posting range. The report also includes the total write-offs posted towards
the sequences.

 Detail: Choose Detail to display the same information as the Summary
report, but with the individual sequence information as well.
Provider Type

When you group the report by provider, you can elect to see the rendering
provider's name or the billing provider's name on the sequences listed in the
report. Make your choice here.

Choose From

In the report, you can view payments for those sequences involving plans
within a specific insurance class or category. From this section, choose which
one you want to use. This Choose From section controls the variable Ins. Class/
Ins. Category drop-down list and appropriate Group By option.

Choose From

In the report, you can view payments for a specific practice location, for
services rendered at specific service facilities, or for services rendered by
providers within certain departments in your practice. From this section,
choose which one you want to use. This Choose From section controls the
variable Location/Service Facility/Department drop-down list and appropriate
Group By option.

Show Self Pay

Place a check mark in this checkbox to include patient payments in the report.
These are payment lines with a bill flag of N - Pat. Billing/Pat. Resp.



If the list of sequences you expect to see in the report
doesn't look quite right, double-check if this
checkbox is influencing your results.

You can organize the information in the report by Referring Dr., Provider,
[Location, Service Facility, or Department], and/or [Insurance Class or
Insurance Category], depending on the choices you make in the Choose From
sections. In addition, when you generate a Detail report, you can further
organize the report by Plan.

Group By

Sample Report
Jennifer at Summervale Medical Center wants a report that shows her last year's breakdown of the
payments received from all plans for three of her providers. She also wants to narrow this search down to
only those services rendered at their Canfield location. She needs to put together a presentation for the
directors, and this is an important bit of information from last year. When she generated the report, she
chose the following options and left all others at their default values:

 Posting Date: Jennifer typed in 02012019 in the From field and 01312020 in the To field. For
the purposes of her presentation, she is only interested in data from all of last year, and the
practice is usually a month behind on posting payments.
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 Provider: She selected Dr. Kumar, Dr. Davidson and Dr. Webb from this list of providers since
this is the only data she wants.

 Location: She selected Canfield from the list.
 Report Type: Since she only needed revenue totals and not a breakdown of all patients, she
chose Summary from this section.

 Show Self Pay: Jennifer is only interested in revenue generated from insurance plans in the
system for these providers, so she unchecked this option.

 Group By: From this section, Jennifer placed a check mark in the Provider checkbox. This allows
her to see information about each provider separately.

 Group Options: Jennifer clicked the Group Options icon (

) to print the report a certain way.
Next to the Provider grouping, she placed a check mark under each choice: Subtotals, Page
Break, and Reset Page Number. Please see page 1.5 for more details on the grouping options.

By pointing to the Total Payments and Total Write-Offs fields at the bottom of the report, Jennifer can
show the directors a breakdown of all the payments to the Canfield location. She also has the total
payments and write-offs for the providers located under each name.

Service Facility History Report
The Service Facility History report provides the total charges, payments, and write-offs posted for services
rendered at service facilities in the system. Depending on the options you choose, this report can provide
the total income for services rendered at the service facilities or you can view a list of patient sequences
posted to those service facilities (and the total charges, payments, and write-offs posted to those
sequences). You can also see which service facilities generate the most revenue.

Figure 4.12 Service Facility History Report Options
Table 4.11 Report Options Available for the Service Facility History Report

Field

Description

Posting Date

If you want to see the total charges, payments, and write-offs for those sequences
posted within a certain date range, enter that range here.

Service Facility

If you want to see the total charges, payments, and write-offs for those sequences
posted for services rendered at a certain service facility, select the facility(ies) from
this list.

Provider

If you want to see the income generated by those patients seen by specific
providers in your practice, select the provider(s) from this list.
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Table 4.11 Report Options Available for the Service Facility History Report (continued)

Field

Description

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: Choose Summary to display the total number of sequences posted
to the listed service facility. This list also displays the total charges, payments,
and write-offs associated with that service facility and against those
sequences.

 Detail: Choose Detail to show the list of individual sequences posted to the
listed facility and the total charges, payments and write-offs for each sequence.
Group By

4.28

You can organize the information in the report by Provider. In addition, when you
generate a Detail report, you can further organize the report by Service Facility.
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Miscellaneous Reports
These miscellaneous reports provide access to a variety of data in your system. You can determine which
patients have not signed your practice's Notice of Privacy Policies document. You can also generate an
inventory report to help you when it comes time to order supplies. You can also analyze your business with
the Outcome Report. If you have retail sales and need to generate a report for your tax professional at the
end of the year, you can use the Sales Tax Report. To access each of these reports, select Reports >
Miscellaneous from the main menu.



For information on the HIPAA Report and the Inventory
Report, please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s
Reference Manual under Useful Tools.

In This Chapter
In this chapter, we cover the following reports:

 Outcome Report (page 5.1)
 Sales Tax Report (page 5.3)

Outcome Report
The Outcome Report allows you to analyze the business of your practice and determine the number of
patients who have been seen for a specific diagnosis and the costs related to the treatment of that
diagnosis. This report only includes patients who have the designated diagnosis as the primary diagnosis
on the sequence. Calculations on this report are already done for you.
Some important information about columns on the report:

 # Patients column: This column lists the total number of patients, minus duplicate patients.
 Units column: This column reflects the total line items for a given diagnosis and is calculated by
dividing the line items (found in the patient sequences) by the number of patients. (For
example, 7 line items divided by 4 patients equals approximately 1.8 units.

 Duration column: This column is calculated by dividing the duration (days between service
dates) by the number of patients. (For example, a duration of 57 days divided by 4 patients
equals a n approximate duration of 14.3.)

 TX Days column: This column is calculated by dividing the total service days per patient,
excluding duplicates, by the number of patients. (For example, 6 service days divided by 4
patients equals approximately 1.5 service days.)

 Cost column: This column is calculated by adding the total fees per sequence.
 Cost/TX-Day column: This column is calculated by dividing the cost by the treatment days
multiplied by the patients. (For example, $382 divided by 1.5 times 4 equals an approximate
cost of $63.67.)
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Outcome Report

Figure 5.1 Outcome Report Options
Table 5.1

Report Options Available for the Outcome Report

Field

Description

Service Date

To view those diagnosis codes billed where the service date on the sequence
falls within a certain date range, enter that range here.

Diagnosis

To view a list of plans to which you have billed a certain diagnosis code, select
the diagnosis code(s) from this drop-down list. If you decide to view a list of the
diagnosis codes billed to each plan, leave the Diagnosis drop-down list at (ALL).
Choose either the 9 or the 10 option to change the diagnosis list in the dropdown to either ICD-9 or ICD-10, respectively.

Plan

To view a list of the diagnosis codes you have billed to a certain insurance plan,
select the plan(s) from this list. If you decide to view a list of the plans to which
you have billed a certain diagnosis code, leave the Plan drop-down list at (ALL).

Provider

To view the treatment information for certain providers in your practice, select
the provider(s) from this list.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: Choose Summary to display treatment duration information for
the item chosen in the Criteria section. When you choose Summary, the
system disables the Group By options.

 Detail: Choose Detail to display a list of plans that were billed for the
diagnosis with the totals at the bottom of the report.
Criteria

Choose whether you want to view a list of diagnosis codes billed per plan
(Diagnosis option) or a list of plans billed per diagnosis code (Plan option).
For example, Summervale Medical Center wants to view a list of diagnosis codes
that they billed to ABC Insurance Company and XYZ Medicare. They chose the
Diagnosis option to see a list of diagnosis codes per plan.

Group By

5.2

The system only provides the Group By option when you choose Detail from the
Report Type section. You can group the information in the Detail Report by
Diagnosis or Plan. If you choose Diagnosis from the Criteria section (a list of
diagnosis codes billed per plan), you can only group the transactions
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Sales Tax Report
The Sales Tax Report calculates the total amount of tax posted in the system. It also gives you a total value
of taxable items posted in the system. You can use this report in a variety of ways, but the main purpose of
the report is to provide accurate documentation to the appropriate parties regarding sales tax you charge
in your practice.

Figure 5.2 Sales Tax Report Options
Table 5.2

Report Options Available for the Sales Tax Report

Field

Description

Service Date

If you want to see the total taxes and total of taxable items where the service date of
the individual transaction falls within a specific range, enter that range here.

Procedure

To view posting totals for a specific tax code or for a specific taxable item, select the
procedure code for the tax code(s) or item(s) from this drop-down list.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: Choose Summary to display one line per taxable procedure and per
sales tax code in the system. This version of the report also displays the total
amount of sales posted in the system and the total amount of sales tax posted in
the system.

 Detail: Choose Detail to display the individual taxable transactions posted and the
individual transactions for the sales tax posted in the system. This version of the
report also displays the patient and sequence to which the item was posted.
Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Tax Code if you use multiple sales tax
rates in your system.
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Sales Tax Report
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Productivity Reports
Productivity reports in MicroMD PM provide a way for you to analyze the financial status of your practice in
a variety of ways to suit your needs.



The Pending Charges Reconciliation report relates
specifically to the Pending Charges module. For more
information about this report, please refer to the main
MicroMD PM User’s Reference Manual.

In This Chapter
In this chapter, we cover the following reports:

 Operator Productivity Report (page 6.1)
 Provider Financial - Day Sheet Summary Report (page 6.2)
 Provider Financial - Sequence Summary Report (page 6.3)
 Provider Financial - Transaction Summary Report (page 6.5)
 Provider Utilization - Day Sheet Summary Report (page 6.7)
 Provider Utilization - Sequence Summary Report (page 6.9)
 Provider Work Productivity Report (page 6.11)
 Provider Work RBRVS Report (page 6.12)

Operator Productivity Report
The Operator Productivity report shows totals for transactions posted by the selected users in MicroMD PM
and the number of transaction lines posted by those user(s). This allows the practice to determine where
they can improve their office performance and in what way. The report displays the total charges,
payments, write-offs and refunds posted to the database by staff members and how many of each type of
transaction they posted.

Figure 6.1 Operator Productivity Report Options
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Table 6.1

Provider Financial – Day Sheet Summary Report

Report Options for the Operator Productivity Report

Field

Description

Posting Date

To view posting totals for users where the posting date of the transactions fall within
a certain date range, enter that date range here.

Users

To view the posting details for certain MicroMD PM users, select the user(s) from this
drop-down list.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Monthly: Choose Monthly to display a summary of each user's posting activity of
charges, payments, write-offs and refunds for each month in the date range you
enter in the Posting Date field. MicroMD PM also displays the total number of
each type of transaction posted for the month.

 Daily: Choose Daily to display a daily breakdown of each user's posting activity
of charges, payments, write-offs and refunds, in addition to the number of
transactions posted.

Sample Report
It is the start of a new year, and Rebecca, the billing manager for Summervale Medical Center, decides she
wants to see if she is distributing the work evenly among the three billing employees. She is not interested
in seeing a daily breakdown for each employee. She wants to simply see the number of charges, payments
and write-offs each staff member posted each month over the past year. When she runs the Operator
Productivity report, she chooses the following options:

 Service Date: She typed 01012019 in the From field and left the To field at its default value.
 Users: Rebecca chose the three billing employees.
 Report Type: She chose the Monthly option.
From the Count column of the report, Rebecca sees Betty has posted nearly twice as many charges as
another biller. She decides to take action in distributing the tasks to her staff.

Provider Financial – Day Sheet Summary Report
This financial report shows the productivity of the practice based on provider or location in terms of total
charges, payments, write-offs and refunds posted against the provider(s) on each day sheet. The report
also provides the net accounts receivable and the collection rate for the date range you specify.
The system bases this report on the day sheet totals and updates them when the day sheet is printed and
erased at the end of the day. This report is comparable to the Provider Utilization - Day Sheet Summary
report (page 6.7) and does not include the totals of day sheets still open in the system. The Net AR and
Col% shown on the report are computed as follows:

 NET AR = Charges - Payments - Write-offs + Refunds
 COL % = (Payments - Refunds) / (Charges - Write-offs)

○
6.2

This report does not include the totals of day sheets that
are currently open.
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Figure 6.2 Provider Financial – Day Sheet Summary Report Options
Table 6.2

Report Options for the Provider Financial – Day Sheet Summary Report

Field

Description

Day Sheet Date

Enter the range of day sheet dates for which you want to view productivity
information. The system provides financial information only for closed day sheets in
the system. If there is still a day sheet open for a date in your range, the system
cannot include that data in the report.

Location

You can see the financial productivity information posted at specific practice
locations. Select the location(s) from this list.

Provider

To see the financial productivity for specific rendering providers in your practice,
select the provider(s) from this list.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Location and/or Provider.

Provider Financial – Sequence Summary Report
This report shows the productivity based on sequences posted against rendering or billing providers in
your system in terms of total charges, payments, write-offs, refunds and balance forwards during the date
range you specify. This report is similar to the Provider Utilization – Sequence Summary report (page 6.9);
however, the Provider Utilization – Sequence Summary report does not include balance forwards.
Depending on the grouping selected, the report also provides the net AR, total AR and Col%. The second
page and additional pages contains more detailed information regarding Receipts, Write-offs, Refunds,
and Balance Fwd. Some important calculations:

 NET AR = Charges - Payments - Write-offs + Refunds + Balance Fwd
 Total AR = Total Accounts Receivable
 # of Procs = Number of procedure Charge lines
 COL % = (Payments - Refunds) / (Charges - Write-offs)

Figure 6.3 Provider Financial - Sequence Summary Report Options
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Table 6.3

Provider Financial – Sequence Summary Report

Report Options for the Provider Financial - Sequence Summary Report

Field

Description

Posting Date

If you want to see provider financial information for sequences posted within a
specific range, enter that range here. The payments and write-offs shown on
the report are the amounts posted against the charges for the selected date
range and could have different transaction posting dates. MicroMD PM uses
the posting date of the sequence for this report.

Location

You can see the financial information for sequences posted at specific practice
locations. Select the location(s) from this list.

Provider

To see the financial information for sequences posted to specific providers in
your practice, select the provider(s) from this list.

Provider Type

The system needs to know how you want to pull information from the
sequences in relation to the provider(s). Some providers are rendering
providers only and bill under a different provider. Select the type of provider
you want to view.

Based on # of Days

Enter the number of days you want the system to use when calculating your
average daily charge. The system uses the average daily charge when
calculating the number of days you typically have amounts outstanding before
payments are made in the system.
Your AR days Outstanding (found at the end of the report) is equal to your total
AR divided by the average daily charges. Your average daily charges amount is
equal to the total charges posted during the range you specify in the Posting
Date fields divided by the number of days you enter in the Based on # of Days
field.

 AR days Outstanding = Total AR / Average daily charges
 Average daily charges = Total charges posted within Posting Date range /
Number of days entered in Based on # of Days field
For example, Summervale Medical Center has a current total AR of $65,000 and
had charges of $500,000 posted in the last 365 days. Their AR days Outstanding
equals 65,000 divided by (500,000 / 365), which equals 47.5. This is the average
amount of time it takes for them to settle payment for their services.
Grouping Criteria

This section allows you to choose whether you want to display the information
within each group by rendering provider first and then by that rendering
provider's billing provider (the Billing Provider within Rendering Provider
option). Or you could choose to group the providers by billing provider first
and then by the rendering providers that bill under their ID (the Rendering
Provider within Billing Provider option).
If you only want to group by the provider and you do not care whether the
physician was the rendering physician or billing physician when the sequences
were posted, select the None option from this section.

Group By

6.4

You can organize the information in the report by Location or Provider. You
can only choose to group by one or the other.
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Sample Report
The directors of Summervale Medical Center need to determine if they should open a new location and
asked Jennifer to provide them with some important information. They need a breakdown of the net
accounts receivable amounts over the past two years for two physicians practicing primarily out of the
Canfield location. When Jennifer generated the report, she chose the following options and left all others
at their default values:

 Posting Date: She typed 01012017 in the From field and left the To field at its default value.
 Location: She chose Canfield from this drop-down.
 Group By: She verified the Provider option is selected.
When Jennifer presents the accounts receivable totals to the directors, she makes sure to tell them the
totals are sequence-based. The directors say the totals would allow them to open a new location. They
also want to know if the majority of patients made their payments through check or credit card so they can
make the proper accommodations for the new billing department. Jennifer explains that the following
pages of the Provider Financial – Sequence Summary report shows the breakdown of payment methods
under the Receipts heading.

Provider Financial – Transaction Summary Report
This report shows the productivity based on individual line items posted against rendering or billing
providers in your system in terms of total charges (including charge adjustments), payments, write-offs,
and refunds during the date range(s) you specify. This date range can be the service date on the
transaction line or the posting date on the transaction line.
The report also provides the net accounts receivable, total accounts receivable, number of procedures and
the collection percentage depending on the grouping selected. Some important column calculations:

 Net A/R = Charges - Payments - Write-Offs + Refunds + Balance Fwd
 Total A/R (Accounts Receivable) =
- The Total A/R column shows the total A/R for the provider(s) listed on the report.
- The Total A/R field in the first part of the Report Summary is the grand total of the Total A/R
column on the report.

- The Total A/R field in the Practice Totals section of the Report Summary is the total A/R to
date for all providers in the practice, regardless if they appear on the report.

 # of Procs = Number of procedure charge lines
 Col % =
- The Col % column reflects (Payments - Refunds) / (Charges - Write-Offs).
- The system also rounds this percentage off.
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Provider Financial – Transaction Summary Report

Figure 6.4 Provider Financial – Transaction Summary Report Options
Table 6.4

Report Options for the Provider Financial - Transaction Summary Report

Field

Description

Service Date

To see provider financial information based on individual line items where the
service date on the line item falls within a certain range, enter that range here.

Posting Date

To see provider financial information based on individual line items where the
posting date on the line item falls within a certain range, enter that range here.

Location

You can see the financial information based on transactions posted at specific
practice locations. Select the location(s) from this list.

Provider

To see the financial information based on transactions posted to specific
providers in your practice, select the provider(s) from this list.

Provider Type

MicroMD PM needs to know how you want to pull information from the
transactions in relation to the provider(s). Select if you want to view transaction
information for the selected providers when they are the rendering provider (the
Rendering option) or when they are the billing provider (the Billing option).

Based on # of Days
(A/R Days
Outstanding)

Enter the number of days you want MicroMD PM to use when calculating your
average daily charge. The system uses the average daily charge when calculating
the number of days you typically have amounts outstanding before payments are
made in the system.
Your A/R Days Outstanding (found at the end of the report) is equal to your total AR
divided by the average daily charges. Your average daily charges amount is equal
to the total charges posted during the most recent X days (where X is the number
listed in the Based on # of Days field) divided by X (where X is the number listed in
the Based on # of Days field).

 A/R Days Outstanding = Total A/R divided by average daily charges
 average daily charges = total charges posted within the Based on # of Days
range divided by the number of days entered in Based on # of Days field
For example, Summervale Medical Center has a current Total A/R of $65,000 and
had charges of $500,000 posted in the last 365 days. Their A/R days Outstanding
equals 65,000 divided by (500,000 / 365), which equals 47.5 days. This is the
average number of days it takes for them to settle payment for their services.

6.6
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Report Options for the Provider Financial - Transaction Summary Report (continued)

Field

Description

Grouping Criteria

MicroMD PM enables this section when you place a check mark in the Provider
option in the Group By section. The Grouping Criteria section allows you to
choose whether you want to display the transaction information within each
group by rendering provider first and then by that rendering provider's billing
provider (the Billing Provider within Rendering Provider option). Or you could
choose to group the providers by billing provider first and then by the rendering
providers that bill under their ID (the Rendering Provider within Billing Provider
option).
If you only want to group by the provider and you do not care whether the
physician was the rendering physician or billing physician when the transactions
were posted, select the None option from this section.
When you select one of the provider options, MicroMD PM disables the Provider
Type section.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Location or Provider. You can
only choose to group by one or the other. When you select Provider, the system
enables the Grouping Criteria section.

CCM Patient Only

Check this box to include only information about patients enrolled in the Chronic
Care Management program. Please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference
Manual under CCM for more details.

Provider Utilization – Day Sheet Summary Report
This financial report shows the productivity of the practice based on rendering provider in terms of total
charges, payments, write-offs and refunds posted against the provider(s) on each day sheet date. MicroMD
PM bases this report on the day sheet totals and updates them when the day sheet is printed and erased at
the end of the day. This report is comparable to the Provider Financial – Day Sheet Summary report
(page 6.2) and does not include the totals of day sheets still open in the system.

○

Practices normally generate this report at the end of the
month and match the payments in the system for that
month with the bank statement for the practice.

On this report, MicroMD PM provides you with the ability to display the information in a graphical
presentation. Click the Graph icon ( ) on the Task Pane to view a bar graph of the information. If you
choose two or more providers and then select Provider from the Group By section, the system displays this
graphical information in pie charts for you. The same is true if you select a Location, Service Facility or
Department (depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section).

○

You cannot select both the Provider and the Location
options in the Group By section if you want to view pie
charts. It must be one or the other.
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Provider Utilization – Day Sheet Summary Report

Figure 6.5 Provider Utilization – Day Sheet Summary Report Options
Table 6.5

Report Options for the Provider Utilization - Day Sheet Summary Report

Field

Description

Day Sheet Date

Enter the range of day sheet dates for which you want to view productivity
information. The system provides financial information only for closed day
sheets in the system. If there is still a day sheet open for a date in your range,
MicroMD PM cannot include that data in the report.

Location,
Service Facility
or Department

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can include
only day sheet information for specific practice locations, for services rendered
at a specific facility, or for providers in specific departments.

Provider

To see financial information posted for specific rendering providers, select the
provider(s) from this list.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Monthly: Choose Monthly to display a list of the total charges, payments,
write-offs and refunds posted for the month(s) that fall within the date range
selected. (If you choose a date range less than a month, the system displays
totals only for those days.)

 Daily: Choose Daily to display a list of the daily total charges, payments,
write-offs and refunds posted for the day sheet date or date range selected.
Choose From

In the report, you can include only day sheet totals for a specific practice
location, for services rendered at specific service facilities, or for specific
departments. Choose which one you want to use. This controls the variable
drop-down list and appropriate Group By option.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Provider, Year, Day and/or
Location, Service Facility or Department (depending on the choice you make in
the Choose From section). The Day option is only available when you select Daily
from the Report Type section.

Grouping Criteria

When you choose either the Location, Service Facility or Department option
(depending on your choice in the Choose From section) and the Provider option
in the Group By section, MicroMD PM needs to know which of the criteria is your
primary concern in the report. Do you want to see the providers posting for each
practice location or the practice locations each provider visits? Make you choice
here. If you only choose one of the Group By options, the Grouping Criteria is not
necessary.

6.8
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Sample Report
The Boardman location of Summervale Medical Center receives a bank statement on the 15th of every
month that shows the total deposits for the previous month. Mark was asked to check the erased day sheet
totals to see if they match the totals on the bank statements. When he received the June statement, which
shows May's totals, he had bank statements on his desk from April and May that he had not yet checked.
When he generated the report, he chose the following options and left all others at their default values:

 Day Sheet Date: He typed 03012019 in the From field and typed 05312019 in the To field.
 Location: He chose Boardman from the drop-down.
 Report Type: He chose the Monthly option.
Mark compares the Payments column on Provider Financial - Day Sheet Summary report to the totals on
the April, May and June statement from the bank. He sees the payments they deposited in the bank match
the payments on the erased day sheets from March 2019 to May 2019.

Provider Utilization – Sequence Summary Report
This report compares the charges, payments, write-offs, and refunds for a given date range based on
sequences posted to rendering providers where the posting date on the sequence falls within a certain
date range. The payments and write-offs shown on this report are for the sequences in that range, even if
the transaction itself has a posting date that falls outside this range. In general, the charges shown on this
report for a given month must match with the day sheet summary report, unless some charge lines have
been deleted. Some important calculations:

 Net AR = Charges - Payments - Write-Offs + Refunds
 Col % = (Payments - Refunds) / (Charges - Write-Offs)



This report should not be used to match the payments
with a bank statement for a given month. Instead, use
the Provider Utilization – Day Sheet Summary report
(page 6.7) for that purpose.

○

You should not generate this report for the current month
since most charges are not reimbursed during the same
month.

○

You cannot select both the Provider and the Location
options in the Group By section if you want to view pie
charts. It must be one or the other.



This report is an excellent tool for determining the profit
for the office since it matches the payment with the
charge.

On this report, the system provides you with the ability to display the information in a graphical
presentation. Click the Graph icon ( ) on the Task Pane to view a bar graph of the information. If you
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Provider Utilization – Sequence Summary Report

choose two or more providers and then select Provider from the Group By section, the system displays this
graphical information in pie charts for you. The same is true if you select a Location, Service Facility or
Department (depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section).

○

This report does not include Balance Forwards.

Figure 6.6 Provider Utilization – Sequence Summary Report Options
Table 6.6

Report Options for the Provider Utilization – Sequence Summary Report

Field

Description

Posting Date

To see provider financial information based on sequences with a posting date that
falls within a certain date range, enter that range here.

Location,
Service Facility,
or Department

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can include
only information from sequences posted for specific practice locations, for
services rendered at a specific facility, or for providers in specific departments.

Provider

To see a summary of financial information based on sequences posted for specific
providers, select the provider(s) from this list.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Monthly: Choose Monthly to display a list of the total charges, payments,
write-offs and refunds for sequences posted for the month(s) that fall within
the date range selected. (If you choose a date range less than a month, the
system displays totals only for sequences posted on those days.)

 Daily: Choose Daily to display a list of the total charges, payments, write-offs
and refunds for sequences with a posting date on or during the date range
selected.
Provider Type

6.10

MicroMD PM needs to know how you want to pull information from the sequences
in relation to the provider(s). Some providers are rendering providers only and bill
under a different provider. Select the type of provider you want to view.
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Report Options for the Provider Utilization – Sequence Summary Report (continued)

Field

Description

Grouping Criteria

When you choose either the Location, Service Facility or Department option
(depending on your choice in the Choose From section) and the Provider option in
the Group By section, the system needs to know which of the criteria is your
primary concern in the report. Do you want to see the providers posting for each
practice location or the practice locations each provider visits? Make you choice
here. If you only choose one of the Group By options, the Grouping Criteria is not
necessary.

Choose From

In the report, you can include only sequence totals for a specific practice location,
for services rendered at specific service facilities, or for providers within specific
departments. Choose which one you want to use. This controls the variable dropdown list and the appropriate Group By and Grouping Criteria options.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Provider, Year, and/or Location,
Service Facility or Department (depending on the choice you make in the Choose
From section).

Provider Work Productivity Report
This report measures how productive providers have been based on the RVU values assigned to
procedures in your database. The report lists the total units posted for a procedure along with the
associated RVU as well as the total RVU. MicroMD PM calculates a weighted productivity average by
dividing the total RVU by the total number of procedure units. This helps balance out the surgeon's one
procedure with multiple procedures performed by a general practitioner.

Figure 6.7 Provider Work Productivity Report Options
Table 6.7

Report Options Available for the Provider Work Productivity Report

Field

Description

Service Date

To see a productivity breakdown for line items where the service date on the line
item falls within a certain date range, enter that range here.

Posting Date

To see a productivity breakdown for line items where the posting date on the line
item falls within a certain date range, enter that range here.

Procedure

To see productivity for specific procedure codes in the system, select the code(s)
from this list.
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Table 6.7

Provider Work RBRVS Report

Report Options Available for the Provider Work Productivity Report (continued)

Field

Description

Provider

To see the financial information based on procedures posted to specific providers
in your practice, select the provider(s) from this list.

Location

You can see the financial information based on procedures posted at specific
practice locations. Select the location(s) from this list.

POS

To include only procedures that were posted with specific place-of-service codes,
select the code(s) from this list.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Provider and/or Location.
If you employ Coverage Classes or Financial Classes, you can include only those
procedures that fall within the specified Coverage Class(es) or that fall within the
specified Financial Class(es). Select either Coverage Class or Financial Class from
the options and highlight the appropriate class(es) from the field to the right. If you
do not want to choose a class, select No Class Group.

Provider Work RBRVS Report
This report generates details regarding the relative value of procedures your practice performs, helping
you benchmark the business of your practice. MicroMD PM bases this report on data sets from the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and displays the breakdowns for you in an easy-to-read format.
The system displays information on provider work (Work column), practice expense (PE column) and
malpractice (Mal column) values for procedures performed by the practice location and service facility.

○

To create accurate RBRVS reporting, confirm that you
have the appropriate CMS location selected for service
facilities and practice locations in the system.

Figure 6.8 Provider Work RBRVS Report Options
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The calculations on the Provider Work RBRVS Report should give a provider an idea if CMS reimburses
them properly and if it would be more lucrative to perform a procedure inhouse versus at a hospital. Two
important notes about the In Office RBRVS and At Facility RBRVS groups of columns:

 The Work, PE, and Mal values are based on carrier and locality and take the original RVU
assigned by CMS and multiply it by the correct geographic practice cost index (GPCI) value for
the location.

 The Tot column adds up the Work, PE and Mal columns.
 The Amount column should reflect what CMS is going to pay for a service (in office or at an
off-site facility). This column takes the Tot column and multiplies it by a conversion factor (also
provided by CMS) and then by the number of units. The amount is calculated from the standard
fee provided by CMS, then each conversion factor is taken into account (work, practice expense
and malpractice insurance, each of which has a base conversion factor that is adjusted by the
geographic conversion factor where the procedure is performed).
Table 6.8

Report Options Available for the Provider Work RBRVS Report

Field

Description

Posting Date

To see a breakdown for line items where the posting date on the line item falls
within a certain date range, enter that range here.

Service Date

To see a breakdown for line items where the service date on the line item falls
within a certain date range, enter that range here.

Procedure

To see information for specific procedure codes in the system, select the code(s)
from this list.

POS

To include only procedures that were posted with specific place-of-service codes,
select the code(s) from this list.

Mod1, Mod2,
Mod3 and Mod4

If you want to see a value breakdown for procedures involving certain modifiers,
select the modifier(s) from this list. The transaction(s) containing the selected
modifier(s) must meet all criteria established on this window.

Provider

To see the financial information based on procedures posted to specific providers
in your practice, select the provider(s) from this list.

Plan

To see the financial information based on procedures posted to specific insurance
plans in your practice, select the provider(s) from this list.

Ins. Class,
Ins. Category,
Location or
Department

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can include
only those procedures posted within a specific insurance class or category, to
specific locations, or to providers in specific departments.

Provider Type

MicroMD PM needs to know how you want to pull information from the sequences
in relation to the provider(s). Some providers are rendering providers only and bill
under a different provider. Select the type of provider you want to view.

Choose From

In the report, you can include information for procedures posted only to those
plans within a certain Insurance Class or within a certain Insurance Category; only
those procedures posted to a specific practice location; or those procedures
posted to providers in specific departments. Choose which one you want to use.
This controls the variable drop-down list and appropriate Group By option.
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Table 6.8

Provider Work RBRVS Report

Report Options Available for the Provider Work RBRVS Report (continued)

Field

Description

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Ins. Class, Ins. Category, Location
or Department (depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section);
Provider; and/or Plan.
The system automatically groups the report by procedure.

Show Self-Pay

6.14

Place a check mark in this box to include information on the report for those
patients with no insurance plans and those payments with a bill flag of N.
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Reference Codes Listing Reports
The Reference Codes Listing Reports are simple list reports to show you the data you have in your
maintenance tables in MicroMD PM. Many of the reports that involve lists of patients also provide you with
the ability, in one way or another, to use various mail merge functions in MicroMD PM in conjunction with
the report.

In This Chapter
In this chapter, we cover the following reports:

 Diagnosis Report (page 7.1)
 Employer Report (page 7.2)
 Explosion Codes (page 7.3)
 Patient Report (page 7.4)
 Plan Report (page 7.6)
 Practice Report (page 7.9)
 Procedure Report (page 7.10)
 Referring Doctor Report (page 7.11)
 Service Facility Report (page 7.13)
 ZIP Code Report (page 7.14)

Diagnosis Report
This report is a simple list of all diagnosis codes in the system and to which Diagnosis Class(es) they
belong, if any. You can select a specific Diagnosis Class to see the codes within that class.

Figure 7.1 Diagnosis Report Options
Table 7.1

Report Options Available for the Diagnosis Report

Field

Description

Code

You can specify which codes should be included in the report. In most cases, the
default range does not need to be changed. Choose either the 9 or the 10 option to
change the diagnosis list in the drop-down to either ICD-9 or ICD-10, respectively.
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Table 7.1

Employer Report

Report Options Available for the Diagnosis Report (continued)

Field

Description

Description

You can specify which codes to include in the report by entering a range of letters.
For example, you can select from A to C to retrieve all diagnosis codes that begin
with the letter “a” through all of those that begin with the letter “c”. In most cases,
you do not need to change the default range.

Diagnosis

To view only diagnosis codes that fall within a certain Diagnosis Class, select the
class(es) from this list.

Practice

For a multi-practice system where the diagnosis codes are specified by practice, you
can tell MicroMD PM, to include codes specific to a certain practice. Select the
practice(s) from this list.

○

If you specify a practice, MicroMD PM lists all
diagnosis codes that belong to all practices, as
well as those belonging to the specified practice(s).

Group By

Place a check mark in the Class checkbox to organize the information in the report
by Diagnosis Class.

Active Diagnosis
Codes Only

Place a check mark in this checkbox to include only active codes in the report. The
system verifies that the current system date falls within the effective date range set
on the Diagnosis Detail window in the Active From and Active Thru fields. This helps
provide the most accurate list of usable diagnosis codes in your database.

Employer Report
This report is a simple list of employers in your database, including the patients who work at the company,
and the contact information for both.



You can print the report to your printer and then print
address labels for those patients on the report. Then you
can open the Patient Letters Report and key in the
patient names using the Select Patients icon ( ). This
lets you quickly print a standardized letter to patients of
a certain employer. Please refer to Chapter 3 for more
details on the Patient Letters Report.

Figure 7.2 Employer Report Options
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Report Options Available for the Employer Report

Field

Description

Code

To include only information on the report for specific employers by MicroMD PM ID, enter
the ID or range of IDs here. Leave the default value if you want to include all employers.
For a single employer, enter the employer's ID in both the From and the To field.

Name

To include only information on the report for specific employers by name, enter
the name or name range here. For a single employer, enter the employer's name in both
the From and the To field. For a range of employer names (e.g., employers from N
through T), enter the range here.

Employer

To view information on the report related to specific employers in your system, select the
employer(s) from this list. If you selected a range in either the Code or Name fields, leave
the Employer drop-down at (ALL). Otherwise, the system tries to find employers with the
ID you indicate AND the name you indicate AND is the employer you indicate.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Standard: A Standard report provides a list of the selected employer(s), along with
their address. With this report, you also have the option to display the list of patients
associated with each employer you selected, along with their address and work
phone number.

 Detail: A Detail report lists each employer that meets the criteria you selected, along
with their address, contact phone numbers and contact person.
Criteria

When you choose Summary from the Report Type section, MicroMD PM enables this
section. Choose List Patients to display those patients with the selected employer(s)
listed on their Patient Detail window.

Explosion Codes
This report provides a simple list of the procedure codes associated with Explosion Codes in your system,
along with the configuration of the procedures within the Explosion Code. When you create an explosion
code in the system, you can specify the modifiers you want to post for the procedure when you use the
Explosion Code. You can also specify how many units automatically post for each procedure when you use
the Explosion Code. This report lists the standard charge for the procedure and then the extended charge,
which is the standard charge multiplied by the number of units posted for the procedure.

Figure 7.3 Explosion Code List Report Options
Table 7.3

Report Options Available for the Explosion Code Report

Field

Description

Explosion
Code

To include only information on the report for specific Explosion Codes, enter the name
or name range here. For a single code, enter the code in both the From and the To field.
For a range of Explosion Codes (e.g., codes from A through C), enter the range here.
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Patient Report

Patient Report
The Patient Report is a useful report when you have to communicate with your patient population. You
can use this report in several ways:

 You can print the report for distribution.
 You can also export the data from this report to a temporary holding area and then import the
data into the Patient Letters Report, where you can print mail merge documents for the patients
in the list. Please see Chapter 3 for more information about the Patient Letters Report.



Please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference
Manual under Mail Merge for more details about
exporting and importing data.

Figure 7.4 Patient Report Options
Table 7.4

Report Options Available for the Patient Report

Field

Description

ID

To display a specific patient by MicroMD PM ID or a list of patients whose MicroMD
PM ID falls within a certain range, enter the ID or range of IDs here. Leave the default
value if you want to include all patients. For a single patient, enter the patient's ID in
both the From and the To field.

Name

To display a specific patient by name or a list of patients whose last name falls
within a certain range, enter the name or range of names here. Leave the default
value if you want to include all patients. For a single patient, enter the patient's last
name in both the From and the To field. For a range of patient names (e.g., patients
from Abercrombie to Connor or all patients from N through T), enter the range here.

Chart No

To display a specific patient by chart number or a list of patients whose chart
number falls within a certain range, enter the number or range of numbers here.
Leave the default value if you want to include all patients. For a single patient, enter
the patient's chart number in both the From and the To field.

7.4
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Report Options Available for the Patient Report (continued)

Field

Description

Patient Category To include only those patients within a specific category, select the category(ies)
from this drop-down list. MicroMD PM looks at the Category drop-down list on the
Patient Detail window of each patient.
Provider

To include only those patients with a specific primary provider at your practice,
select the provider(s) from this drop-down list. MicroMD PM looks at the Provider
drop-down list on the Patient Detail window of each patient.

Location

To include only those patients at a specific practice location, select the location(s)
from this drop-down list. MicroMD PM looks at the Location drop-down list on the
Patient Detail window of each patient.

Message No

If you want to include only those patients with a specific patient message currently
selected in the Message drop-down on their Patient Detail window, select the
message(s) from this list. This billing message prints on the patient's statement or
bill, depending on which they receive, and indicates the message the patient
received last.
For example, Summervale Medical Center is a small practice, and they chose to
display only those patients that were about to go into the pre-collection process so
they could give them a call before the patients began receiving letters. In order to
accomplish this, they chose their final billing message from this list.

User Fields

MicroMD PM allows each practice to define up to five (5) of their own fields to help
identify patients in their system. Please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s
Reference Manual under User Fields for more details. On the Patient Report, you can
choose to include patients in the resulting report based on any or all of these fields.
When you want to use these fields in your search, you can tell MicroMD PM how to
use this criteria by using the options to the right of each User Field drop-down:

 Choose And to include patients who have the item(s) selected in that dropdown and the information selected in the next drop-down.

 Choose Or to include patients who have either the item(s) selected in the dropdown or the information selected in the next drop-down.


Report Type

Keep in mind that the text on these drop-down lists
depends on the names you give these fields, if any.

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Standard: Choose Standard to display a list of patients that meet the criteria
you selected, including each patient's contact information, their balance, etc.

 Detail: Choose Detail to display the list of patients, along with their last visit
date, demographic information, last payment amount, etc.

 Comprehensive: Choose Comprehensive to display the list of patients with all
the information as displayed on their Patient Detail window.
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Table 7.4

Plan Report

Report Options Available for the Patient Report (continued)

Field

Description

Bill/Statement

To filter the list to only those patients who currently receive a particular billing
document (the Bill or Statement option) or do not receive a document (the None
option). You can select only the Bill and Statement options, thus excluding patients
who currently do not receive a billing document for one reason or another.

Include

The options in this section allow you to choose whether you want to view all
patients on the report (living or deceased), only those patients without a date
entered in their Death Date field (the Living option button), or only those patients
with a date entered in their Death Date field (the Deceased option button).

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Category, Provider, and/or
Location.

Sample Report
In the process of transitioning to a paperless office, moving to a new location, and combining two practice
locations, Summervale Medical Center has discovered that a set of files has gone missing. They have
narrowed it down to the patients within a range of chart numbers and they know which practice location
the files belonged to originally. When the practice generated the Patient Report, they chose the following
options and left all others at their default values:

 Chart No: The files missing are for chart numbers M1000 through L1145. Kim typed M1000 in the
From field and L1145 in the To field.

 Location: Since they lost the files from their Boardman location while moving to the Canfield
location, they selected Boardman from this list.
They now have a list and can inform the appropriate patients that their information has been
compromised, how they can protect themselves and what the practice plans to do next.

Plan Report
The Plan Report provides you with a list of patients associated with the plans in your system. For the
patients to appear on the report as associated with the plan or included in any patient counts for the plan,
the plan must be one of the plans on the patient's Plan Sets tab. You can also view a breakdown of the
number of patients who use the selected plans as their primary, secondary or tertiary insurance.



7.6

To generate a list of total unique visits and total unique
patients for a specific insurance plan over a specific date
range, you can set the Report Type to Detail to enable
the Patient Visit Listing option and the Visit Dates range.
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Figure 7.5 Plan Report Options
Table 7.5

Report Options Available for the Plan Report

Field

Description

Code

To include only information on the report for specific plans by a range of system IDs,
enter the range of IDs here.

Description

To include only information on the report for specific plans by a range of names,
enter the name range here. For example, plans from N through T.

Effective As Of

If you generate a version of the report that contains a list of patients or a patient
count, you can include only those patients where the plan was or will be effective as
of a certain date. MicroMD PM compares the date you enter in this field with each
patient's Effective To field on their Plan Sets tab for the plan(s). If the date you enter
is greater than the date in the To field, MicroMD PM does not include that patient on
the report.

Plan

To view the information on the report for certain plans, select the plan(s) from this
drop-down list.

Ins. Class,
Ins. Category,
ICD Type,
Patient
Category, or CHC
Payor Cat.

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can include
information in the report for only those plans within a certain Insurance Class,
within a certain Insurance Category or within a CHC Payor Category. You also have
the option to include plans on the report based on the ICD coding (either ICD-9 or
ICD-10) required on claims sent to them (ICD Type).
For the Summary report, you also have the option to include only patients within a
certain Patient Category.

Provider

To view a list of patients with the selected plan(s) who have a certain provider listed
on their Patient Detail window in the Provider drop-down, select the provider(s)
from this list. This drop-down is only active when you choose any option in the
Criteria section besides the None option.

Visit Dates

The Visit Dates fields are only available when you choose Detail in the Report Type
section and choose Patient Visit Listing in the Criteria section. This option displays
the Service Date on the sequence displayed on the report.
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Table 7.5

Plan Report

Report Options Available for the Plan Report (continued)

Field

Description

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: Choose Summary to display a breakdown for the plans based on the
number of patients who have the plan listed as an active plan. This version
displays a count of occurrences of each plan as a primary, secondary, or tertiary
plan. The percentage displayed indicates the percent of the type of plan
displayed on the report.

 Standard: Choose Standard to display lists of patients in the system who have
the selected plan(s) as one of their active plans. You can also view a version that
simply lists the plans in the system, along with their address and form type.
When you choose Standard, the system enables the Criteria options so you can
specify the list of patients you want to view. The system also enables the Display
Options section only for the Standard report.

 Detail: Choose Detail to display the list of plans in the system, along with some
key information found on the Plan Detail window: contact information,
certification contact information, insurance class, form type, and more.
Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Provider, Plan and/or Ins. Class,
Ins. Category, ICD Type, Patient Category or CHC Payor Cat. (depending on the
choice you make in the Choose From section). The system only enables the Plan
and Provider options when you choose Standard from the Report Type section and
choose one of the patient options from the Criteria section.

Criteria

MicroMD PM enables all of these options when you choose Standard from the
Report Type section. You can include patients in the report based on whether the
plan is listed as their primary, secondary or tertiary plan. If you want to include all
patients, regardless if the type or if they have no plan, choose the None option.

Choose From

In the report, you can include information for plans within a certain Insurance Class,
within a certain Insurance Category or within a CHC Payor Category. You also have
the option to include plans on the report based on the ICD coding required on
claims sent to them (ICD Type).
When you choose Summary from the Report Type section, you also have the option
to include only patients within a specific Patient Category. Choose which one you
want to use. This controls the variable drop-down and appropriate Group By option.

Display Options

MicroMD PM enables this section only when you choose Standard from the Report
Type section. The choices in this section allow you to filter the report to display only
those plans that require pre-certification or those plans that require referrals.

 Precert Only: Place a check mark in this checkbox to display those plans
(meeting all criteria on this window) that have procedures listed on the PreCert
Procs tab of the Plan Detail window. MicroMD PM lists those procedure codes
on the report for you below each plan.

 Referral Only: Place a check mark in this checkbox to display all plans (meeting
all criteria on this window) with a check mark in the Referral checkbox on the
Plan Detail window, indicating that they require referral information.

7.8
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Sample Report
Drs. Kumar and Davidson at Summervale Medical Center have decided to stop accepting insurance from a
few insurance companies for one reason or another. Now Kim has been assigned the task of informing the
appropriate patients of this development. They have thousands of patients in their system and do not
want to waste all of that paper by sending a blanket letter to everyone. Kim decided to use the Plan Report
to generate a list of patients related to those plans only. When she generated the report, she made the
following choices and left all others at their default values:

 Plan: She chose ABC Insurance Company, Slowpoke Group, and Mean Service Plan from this
drop-down list.

 Provider: She chose Dr. Kumar and Dr. Davidson from this drop-down since they are the only
providers in the practice that have made this decision.

 Report Type: Kim verified that Standard was chosen. This report will give her the option to list
the patient names and addresses she needs for her mail merge letters.

 Criteria: She chose the List Patients as Primary/Secondary option.
The names of the patients appear under each plan name. By looking at the % of Total column, Kim sees
that over 60% of the patients displayed in the report have ABC Insurance Company as a primary carrier.
Kim then exports the entire list of patients by clicking the Labels/ Mail Merge icon ( ). Please refer to
the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference Manual under Mail Merge for more information on that module.

Practice Report
This report provides a list of providers within each practice or a list of locations within each practice. The
system can also provide a detailed list of the IDs associated with each provider based on practice or the
locations within each practice.

Figure 7.6 Practice Report Options
Table 7.6

Report Options Available for the Practice Report

Field

Description

Practice

To generate a report on a certain practice in the database, select the practice(s) from
this drop-down list.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Standard: Choose Standard to display a list of either the locations listed on the
practice's Location tab or the providers listed on the practice's Provider tab,
depending on the choice you make in the Misc Options section.

 Detail: Choose Detail to show a list of IDs found on the Practice Insurance ID
tab, Provider Network ID tab, and Provider Insurance ID tab of the Practice
Detail window. The Detail option is only available when you choose Practice
Provider in the Misc Options section.
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Table 7.6

Procedure Report

Report Options Available for the Practice Report (continued)

Field

Description

Misc Options

You can choose to list the providers within each practice and their ID numbers
(Practice Provider option), or you can choose to list the locations within the practice
(Practice Location option). When you select the Practice Provider option, you can
then choose Detail from the Report Type section and generate a report containing
additional practice and ID information.

Procedure Report
This report provides you with a list of the procedure codes created in your system, along with the base fees
associated with them. The system also displays the relative value unit (RVU) and its multiplier.

○

This report deals with maintenance information in the
database and does not provide actual posting data.

Figure 7.7 Procedure Report Options
Table 7.7

Report Options for the Procedure Report

Field

Description

Code

To display a list of procedure codes by specific code or whose code falls within a
certain range of codes, enter the code or range of codes here. Leave the default
value if you want to include all procedure codes. For a single procedure code, enter
the code in both the From and the To field.

Desc

You can specify which codes to include in the report by entering a range of letters.
For example, you can select from A to C to retrieve all procedure codes that begin
with the letter “a” through all of those that begin with the letter “c”. In most cases,
you do not need to change the default range.

Group By

If you employ coverage classes or financial classes, you can include only those
procedures that fall within the specified coverage class(es) or that fall within the
specified financial class(es). Choose either Coverage Class or Financial Class from
the options and highlight the appropriate class(es) from the field to the right. If you
do not want to choose a class, choose No Class Group.

Active
Procedure
Codes Only

Place a check mark in this checkbox to include only active codes in the report. The
system verifies that the current system date falls within the effective date range set
on the Procedure Detail window in the Active From and Active Thru fields. This helps
provide the most accurate list of usable procedure codes in your database.
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Referring Doctor Report
This report provides a list of referring physicians in the system. This report can provide the ID numbers in
the system for the referring physicians, patients referred to the practice by the physicians, and the primary
care physician listed for the referred patient. The count of referrals is based on the referral specified in the
Patient Detail window. You can also list the patients for all or selected referring physicians.

○

If there are currently no patients with a referring physician
in your database listed in the Referring Dr field on their
Patient Detail window, the physician does not appear
in this list.

Figure 7.8 Referring Doctor Report Options
Table 7.8

Report Options Available for the Referring Doctor Report

Field

Description

ID

To view a list of referring physicians by system ID, enter the ID or range of IDs here.
Leave the default value if you want to include all referring physicians. For a single
physician, enter their system ID in both the From and the To field.

Last Name

To view a list of referring physicians by name, enter the name or name range here.
For a single physician, enter the physician's last name in both the From and the To
field. For a range of physician names (e.g., physician from Davidson to Kumar or all
physicians from N through T), enter the range here.

Creation Date

To display a list of referring physicians where the creation date of their patient's
MicroMD PM record falls within a certain range, enter that range here. (You can find
this date in the Creation Date field of the Patient Detail window.) If you want to see a
list of referring physicians for patient accounts created on a specific date, enter the
same date in both the From field and the To field.
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Table 7.8

Referring Doctor Report

Report Options Available for the Referring Doctor Report (continued)

Field

Description

Referring Doctor
or
Primary Care
Physician

To view referral information in the system for a specific referring physician in your
system, select the provider(s) from this drop-down list.

Specialty

To view a list of referring physicians based on the specialty chosen on their Referring
Doctor Detail window, select the specialty(ies) from this list.

Group or
Hospital

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can include
information in the report for only those physicians who have a specific group
selected in the Group Aff drop-down on the referring provider’s Referral Detail
window OR a specific hospital selected in their Hospital Aff drop-down on the
referring provider’s Referral Detail window.

User Fields

MicroMD PM allows each practice to define up to five (5) of their own fields to help
identify referring physicians in their system. On the Referring Doctor Report, you can
choose to include physicians in the resulting report based on any or all of these
fields.

When you choose Primary Care Physician from the List Patients By options (enabled
when you choose List Patients in the Criteria section), MicroMD PM changes the
Referring Doctor drop-down list to the Primary Care Physician list. This change tells
MicroMD PM to look for patients with the selected provider listed in the PCP field of
their Patient Detail window instead of the Referring Dr field.

When you want to use these fields in your search, you can tell MicroMD PM how to
use this criteria by using the options to the right of each User Field drop-down:

 Choose And to include physicians who have the item(s) selected in that dropdown and the information selected in the next drop-down.

 Choose Or to include physicians who have either the item(s) selected in the
drop-down or the information selected in the next drop-down.


Report Type

Keep in mind that the text on these drop-down lists
depends on the names you give these fields, if any.
Please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference
Manual under User Fields for more information.

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Standard: Choose Standard to display a list of referring physicians and the
number of patients currently listed in your system as referred by that physician.
If there are not patients with the physician listed, the physician does not appear
on this version of the report.

 Detail: Choose Detail to display a list of referring physicians, along with their
contact information, ID numbers and the date of their last referral. The date of
the last referral is the last date a staff member entered this physician in the
Referring Dr field of any Patient Detail window.

 Hospital Affiliation or Group Affiliation: Depending on the choice made in the
Choose From section, the resulting report displays address information about
the hospitals or groups with which the referring physician is affiliated.
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Report Options Available for the Referring Doctor Report (continued)

Field

Description

Criteria

These options are only available when you select Standard from the Report Type
section. You can choose the None option if you only want to display a list of referring
physicians and the number of current referrals in the system for that physician.
When you choose the List Patients option, you can display a list of patients with the
selected physician(s) in the Referring Dr field or the PCP field of the Patient Detail
window (depending on the choice you make in the List Patients By section).

List Patients By

When you choose List Patients in the Criteria section, MicroMD PM enables the List
Patients By section. You can either list patients by the referring physician or primary
care physician (PCP) listed on the Patient Detail window of each patient. When you
choose Primary Care Physician from these options, the system changes the
Referring Doctor drop-down list to the Primary Care Physician list. This change tells
the system to look for patients with the selected provider listed in the PCP field of
their Patient Detail window.

Choose From

In the report, you can include only those physicians associated with a specific group
or a specific hospital.

 Group Affiliation looks at the Group Aff drop-down on the referring provider’s
Referral Detail window.

 Hospital Affiliation looks at the Hospital Aff drop-down on the referring
provider’s Referral Detail window.
Choose which one you want to use. This controls the variable drop-down list and
appropriate Report Type option.
Group By

Place a check mark in the Specialty checkbox to organize the referring physicians in
the report by the specialty listed on their Referring Doctor Detail window in the
Specialty drop-down list.

Service Facility Report
This report is a simple list of all service facilities in the system, along with their address and phone number.
You also can use this report to print address labels if necessary.

Figure 7.9 Service Facility Report Options
Table 7.9

Report Options Available for the Service Facility Report

Field

Description

ID

To include only information on the report for specific facilities by MicroMD PM ID, enter the
ID or range of IDs here. Leave the default value if you want to include all service facilities.
For a single facility, enter the facility's ID in both the From and the To field.
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Table 7.9

ZIP Code Report

Report Options Available for the Service Facility Report (continued)

Field

Description

Name

To include only information on the report for specific facilities by name, enter the name or
name range here. For a single facility, enter the facility's name in both the From and the To
field. For a range of facility names (e.g., facilities from N through T), enter the range here.

ZIP Code Report
This report can provide a simple list of all ZIP codes in the system, or it can provide a list of patients in
those ZIP codes, along with each patient's individual account balance. When you list patients information
in the report, you can also print labels for the patients in the list using the Print Labels icon ( ) on the
Task Pane.
For those practices that need to mine their database for the number of patients they have seen during a
specific time period within a certain county or ZIP code, MicroMD PM also provides some options on the
ZIP Code Report to do just that.

Figure 7.10 Example Total Visits Report
To generate the report displayed in Figure 7.10, you can make the following choices on the ZIP Code
Report Options window. (Table 7.10 explains these fields in more detail.)

 Unique Visits: Place a check mark in this checkbox. The system enables the Service Dates and
County fields.

 Report Type: Verify that you have Summary chosen in this section.
 Group By: Uncheck the ZIP Code option.
 Service Date: Enter the appropriate date range for the time period you want to review. This is
the service date on the sequence.
The system will display two numbers for you on the resulting report: Total Visits and Total Patients.

 Total Visits is the total number of sequences that fall within the date range you specified.
 Total Patients is the total number of unique patients in the list associated with those
sequences, even if two or more sequences apply to the same patient. (For example, two of the
sequences in the Total Visits number belong to Anthony Smith, but since he is only one person,
the Total Patients number only reflects him once.)
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Table 7.10 Report Options Available for the ZIP Code Report

Field

Description

ZIP Code

To view a list of only those ZIP codes that fall within a certain range (or a list of
patients within a certain ZIP code or range of ZIPs), enter that range here. Leave the
default value if you want to include all ZIP codes. For a single ZIP code, enter the
same code in both the From field and the To field.

City

To view a list of ZIP codes by city name, enter the name or name range here. For a
single city, enter the city's name in both the From field and the To field. For a range of
city names (e.g., cities from N through T), enter the range here.



If the city for which you want to view a list of patients
has multiple ZIP codes and you do not know them
all, you can use the City field instead.

State

To view a list of ZIP codes by state, enter the state name or name range here. For a
single state, enter the state's name in both the From field and the To field. For a range
of states (e.g., states from N through T), enter the range here.

Service Dates

To view the number of patients served during a specific time frame, enter the date
range here. The system uses the service date of the sequence for patients that meet
the remaining criteria on this window.

County

To view a list of patients within a county or a number of counties in the area, select
the county(ies) from this list. The system enables this drop-down list when you
choose Detail from the Report Type section. The system finds the patient's county on
the Patient Detail window in the County of Residence drop-down.

Report Type

The options in this section allow you to choose the kind of report to generate.

 Summary: If you choose Summary from this section, the system displays the
information broken down by the options you select in the Group By section. You
can see the totals displayed in the Report Summary at the end of the report.

 Detail: Choose Detail if you want the report to list patients who live within a
specified ZIP code. This report also includes the patient's address, chart number
and account balance.
Unique Visits

When you place a check mark in the Unique Visits checkbox window, the system
enables the Service Dates and County fields, as well as the associated Group By
options. The Unique Visits report provides a summary of the number of visits within
the ZIP code and/or county and the unique number of patients related to those
sequences.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by ZIP Code, City, County and/or State.
The ZIP Code and County options are only available when you choose Detail from the
Report Type section.
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Patient Reports
The Patient Reports provide practices with an in-depth look into their patient data. You can use these
reports to generate lists of patients to use with the mail merge feature and the Patient Letters Report. The
way you use these reports is entirely up to you and the options you choose.



The Third-Party Report is integral to Third-Party
Statements. For more information about the Third-Party
Report, please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s
Reference Manual.

In This Chapter
In this chapter, we cover the following reports:

 New Patients Report (page 8.1)
 Note Category Report (page 8.3)
 Planned Visits Report (page 8.5)
 Search Argument Report (page 8.6)

New Patients Report
The New Patients report allows practices to generate a list of patient accounts created within a specified
date. If the patient's account was created three years ago, and that date falls within the date range you
enter, that patient appears in your report. MicroMD PM bases this report on the Creation Date field on the
Patient Detail window for each patient.

Figure 8.1 New Patients Report Options
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Table 8.1

New Patients Report

Report Options Available for the New Patients Report

Field

Description

Creation Date

To display a list of patients where the date their account was created falls within a
certain range, enter that range here. (You can find this date in the Creation Date
field of the Patient Detail window.) If you want to see a list of patient accounts
created on a specific date, enter the same date in both the From field and the To
field.

Referring Doctor

To display a list of patients in the system that were referred into your practice by a
certain physician, select the physician(s) from this list.

Patient Category

To include only those patients who fall within a certain Patient Category, select
the category(ies) from this list.

Provider

To include only those patients with a specific primary provider at your practice,
select the provider(s) from this drop-down list. MicroMD PM looks at the Provider
drop-down list on the Patient Detail window of each patient.

Location

To include only those patients at a specific practice location, select the location(s)
from this drop-down list. MicroMD PM looks at the Location drop-down list on the
Patient Detail window of each patient.

Criteria

You can include patients in the report based on whether the patient is a subaccount holder or the primary account holder. If you want to include all patients,
regardless if the type or if they have no plan, choose the None option.

Sex

You can choose to display only male patients on the report, only female patients
or all patients, regardless of gender.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Referring Doctor, Patient
Category, Provider, and/or Location.

Misc Options

This section provides additional options for the report.

 Include Patients Who Have Never Visited: Place a check mark in this checkbox
to include those patients entered into the system during the specified date
range but who have no charges posted (no date in the Last Visit Date field on
the Patient Detail window).

 Exclude Deceased: Place a check mark in this checkbox to prevent patients
from appearing on the report who have a date listed in the Death Date field on
their Patient Detail window.
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Note Category Report
There are two types of patient notes in MicroMD PM: general notes and sequence notes. The Note Category
report allows you to list all of these notes created for each patient. You can also search for specific notes
based on user, category, specific text and more. This report breaks down the patient's balance into the
portion of the patient's balance that is currently their responsibility and the portion that is pending with
the insurance company.

Figure 8.2 Note Category Report Options
Table 8.2

Report Options Available for the Note Category Report

Field

Description

Patient ID

If you want to search the notes of all patients, leave this field wide open. If you want
to search a specific patient's notes for some data, enter that patient's ID in the From
and the To fields. You can also search a range of accounts.

Patient Name

If you want to search the notes of all patients, leave this field wide open. If you want
to search a specific patient's notes for some data, enter that patient's name in the
From and the To fields. You can also search a range of names.

Note Date

To find notes created on a certain date, enter the date or date range here. If you
choose SYSTEM from the User drop-down list, you can choose a date from the Note
Date field, and the system only returns notes from within the system-generated note
that were created on or within the date range selected.

Note Category

If you want to view only notes within a certain Note Category, select the category(ies)
from this drop-down list. MicroMD PM checks the Category drop-down associated
with each note and compares it with your selection here.

User

To view only those notes created by certain users, select the user(s) from this dropdown list. You can choose the SYSTEM user from this list if you only want to view
system-generated notes created for the patient(s) selected.
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Table 8.2

Note Category Report

Report Options Available for the Note Category Report (continued)

Field

Description

Containing Text

To search for a note based on text typed within the note, enter a word or phrase
exactly how you think it appears. This is useful if you want to find all patient notes
related to check #12345.

○

Be careful! Containing Text fields are very literal.
If you type check #12345, the system returns
every note where the text appears exactly as you
typed it—with a space after the word “check” and
no space after the “#” sign. If a staff member typed
check # 12345, MicroMD PM will not consider
that a match.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Notes Category and/or User.

Order By

MicroMD PM automatically organizes this report for you by patient. When you choose
Sequence or Both from the Display Options section, you need to tell the system if you
prefer to order the list of notes within each patient by sequence number or by the
date the note was created.

Sort Options

Since MicroMD PM automatically groups the information in the report by patient, if
you want to sort the notes within each patient's group with the earliest date first in
the list, you should choose the Ascending option. If you want to sort the notes within
the patient's group with the most recent date first in the list, choose the Descending
option.

Display Options

You can choose to have MicroMD PM show you only the general patient notes that
meet the criteria you have set in this window (the General option), only the sequence
notes that meet the criteria (the Sequence option), or all types of notes that meet
your criteria (the Both option).
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Planned Visits Report
The Planned Visits report allows practices to view a list of all patients with remaining authorized visits. You
can also view a list of patients, regardless of how many visits they have left.



Please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference
Manual under Planned Visits for more in-depth
information about setting up planned visits for patients.

Figure 8.3 Planned Visits Report Options
Table 8.3

Report Options Available for the Planned Visits Report

Field

Description

Procedure

To include only those patients who have planned visits related to a certain
procedure code, select the procedure code(s) from this list. If a planned visit does
not specify a procedure code selected, MicroMD PM does not include that entry in
the report.

○
Diagnosis

To include only those patients who have planned visits related to a certain
diagnosis code, select the diagnosis code(s) from this list. If a planned visit does
not specify a diagnosis code selected, MicroMD PM does not include that entry in
the report. Choose either the 9 or the 10 option to change the diagnosis list in the
drop-down to either ICD-9 or ICD-10, respectively.

○
Patient Category

If you specify both a procedure code and a diagnosis
code, the planned visit entry must match BOTH
criteria to appear on the report.

If you specify both a procedure code and a diagnosis
code, the planned visit entry must match BOTH
criteria to appear on the report.

To include planned visits for only those patients within a certain Patient Category,
select the category(ies) from this list.
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Table 8.3

Search Argument Report

Report Options Available for the Planned Visits Report (continued)

Field

Description

Referring Doctor

To include planned visits for only those patients referred to the practice by a
certain physician, select the physician(s) from this list. MicroMD PM uses the
physician entered in the Referring Dr field of the Patient Detail window.

Provider

To include planned visits for only those patients with a certain primary provider
at your practice, select the provider(s) from this list. MicroMD PM looks at the
Provider drop-down list on the Patient Detail window.

Location

To include planned visits for only those patients at a certain practice location,
select the location(s) from this list. The system looks at the Location drop-down
list on the Patient Detail window.

Criteria

You can filter the list of patients with planned visits. Choose to display only those
patients with remaining visits or units available (the Only With Remaining option)
or choose to display all patients with planned visits that meet the other criteria
you selected on this window (the All option).

Sex

You can specify the patients to include in the report, based on the gender of the
patient (indicated on the Patient Detail window).

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Referring Dr., Patient Category,
Provider, and/or Location.

Exclude Deceased

Place a check mark next to this option to exclude patients from the report who
have a Death Date entered on their Patient Detail window.

Search Argument Report
MicroMD PM provides practices with up to three search argument lists to help identify patients in the
system. You can find these drop-down lists on the Misc tab of the Patient Detail window. The Search
Argument report provides practices access to this information.



For more information on using Search Arguments, please
refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference Manual
under Search Argument.

Figure 8.4 Patient Search Argument Report Options
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Table 8.4
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Report Options Available for the Search Argument Report

Field

Description

ID

To display a specific patient by MicroMD PM ID or a list of patients whose MicroMD PM
ID falls within a certain range, enter the ID or range of IDs here. Leave the default value
if you want to include all patients. For a single patient, enter the patient's ID in both the
From and the To field.

Name

To display a specific patient by name or a list of patients whose last name falls within a
certain range, enter the name or range of names here. Leave the default value if you
want to include all patients. For a single patient, enter the patient's last name in both
the From and the To field. For a range of patient names (e.g., patients from
Abercrombie to Connor or all patients from N through T), enter the range here.

Provider

To include only those patients with the selected search arguments who have a certain
primary provider, select the provider(s) from this list. The system looks at the Provider
drop-down list on the Patient Detail window of each patient.

Location

To include only those patients with the selected search arguments at a specific
practice location, select the location(s) from this drop-down list. MicroMD PM looks at
the Location drop-down list on the Patient Detail window of each patient.

Search
Arguments

MicroMD PM allows practices to associate up to three search arguments for each
patient to help identify the patients in their system. Please refer to the main MicroMD
PM User’s Reference Manual under Search Arguments for more information about
search arguments. When you want to use these fields in your search, you can tell
MicroMD PM how to use this criteria by using the options to the right of each Search
Argument drop-down:

 Choose And to include patients who have both the item selected in that dropdown and the item selected in the next drop-down.

 Choose Or to include patients who have either the item selected in the drop-down
or the item selected in the next drop-down.
Exclude
Deceased

Place a check mark in this checkbox to exclude patients from the report who have a
Death Date entered on their Patient Detail window.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Provider and/or Location.
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Recall Reports
Recall Reports provide quick and easy reports on patients in the system. You can generate the Birthday
report to see how many new babies you delivered this year. You can use the Last Visit report to send a
reminder to those patients who haven't visited you in a while.

○

The Patient Recall Report is integral to the Recall Module,
which you must set up before using the report. Please
refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference Manual.

In This Chapter
In this chapter, we cover the following reports:

 Birthdate Report (page 9.1)
 Last Visit Report (page 9.3)

Birthdate Report
The Birthdate Report provides a way for you to generate a report based on your patients' birthdays. This
could help you provide a higher level of personal service to your patients by sending birthday cards. You
could also provide specialized age-related information to patients of a certain age.

Figure 9.1 Birthdate Report Options
Table 9.1

Report Options Available for the Birthday Recall Report

Field

Description

Patient ID

To search only those patients with a certain system ID or within a certain range of IDs,
enter the ID or range of IDs here. Leave the default value if you want to include all
patients. For a single patient, enter the patient's ID in both the From and the To field.

Patient Name

To search patients by name, enter the name or name range here. For a single patient,
enter the patient's last name in both the From and the To field. For a range of patient
names (e.g., patients from Abercrombie to Connor or all patients from N through T),
enter the range here.
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Table 9.1

Birthdate Report

Report Options Available for the Birthday Recall Report (continued)

Field

Description

Age

You can select the age range that you want the report to cover. For example, to list
patients who are 65 or over, type 65 in the From field and leave the To field at its
default value. The choice you make in the Age Criteria section determines if this field
searches by year or by month.

Birthdate
(MM/DD)

To include only those patients who were born during a certain time of year, you can
enter the date range here (month and day only). For example, to list only those
patients whose birthday is in May, type 0501 in the From field and 0531 in the To
field.

Last Visit

To view a report including only those patients whose last visit to the office occurred
during a specific period, enter that date range here. The system looks at the Last Visit
field on the Patient Detail window for each patient. If that date falls within the range
you specify and the patient meets the other criteria on this window, the patient
appears on the report.



Remember: The Last Visit field on the Patient Detail
window is the last date of service for the last charge
posted to the patient's account.

Plan

To include only those patients in the report who have a certain plan as their active
primary plan, select the plan(s) from this list. Patients must also meet the other
criteria you set on this window.

Provider

To include only those patients with a specific primary provider at your practice, select
the provider(s) from this drop-down list. The system looks at the Provider drop-down
list on the Patient Detail window of each patient.

Location

To include only those patients at a specific practice location, select the location(s)
from this drop-down list. MicroMD PM looks at the Location drop-down list on the
Patient Detail window of each patient.

Patient
Category

To include only those patients in the report who have certain Patient Category
selected on their Patient Detail window, select the category(ies) from this list. The
patient must also meet the other criteria set on this window.

Criteria

You can include patients in the report based on whether the patient is a sub-account
holder (the Sub-Account only option) or the primary account holder (the Account
Holder only option). If you want to include all patients, regardless of account type,
choose the All option.

Sex

You can choose to display only male patients on the report, only female patients or all
patients, regardless of gender.

Exclude
Deceased

Place a check mark in this checkbox to prevent patients from appearing on the report
who have a date listed in the Death Date field on their Patient Detail window.

Age Criteria

When you choose Month from this section, the system changes how the Age field
works. For example, if you type 6 in the From field and 10 in the To field, instead of
returning patients 6 to 10 years old, the system would return those patients 6 to 10
months old.
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Report Options Available for the Birthday Recall Report (continued)

Field

Description

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Category, Plan, Provider, and/or
Location.

Sample Report
Summervale Medical Center has a pediatrician (Dr. Webb) on their staff who likes to send out birthday
cards to all of her patients. Kim has been asked to do this for October's birthdays. The practice uses some
store-bought birthday cards that were designed to print with a laser printer. Those cards came with a CD
containing a word processing template that Kim turned into a mail merge template in MicroMD PM. This
allows her to export the data and print each patient's first name on the inside of the card. When she
generated this report, she chose the following options and left all others at their default values:

 Age: She left the From field blank and typed 18 in the To field. This pulls all of her patients from
birth to 18 years old.

 Birthdate: Kim typed 1001 in the From field and 1031 in the To field for only the October
birthdays.

 Provider: From this drop-down list, Kim chose Dr. Webb. This makes sure that the children who
receive birthday cards are, in fact, only Dr. Webb's patients.

 Misc Options: Kim checked the Exclude Deceased Patients for the purposes of her report. There
is no need for a grieving parent or sibling to receive a birthday card for a loved one.
Kim now has a list of patients with October birthdays and she can print labels and do a mail merge export
by clicking the appropriate icon in the Task Pane. Please refer to the main MicroMD PM User’s Reference
Manual for more information on mail merge.

Last Visit Report
The Last Visit report provides practices with the ability to retrieve a list of patients who have not been in the
office for a while. You can specify that time period, along with the procedure and/or diagnosis code. Some
practices use this report to call up those cancer patients who have been skipping their treatments to find
out why and if they can help.
MicroMD PM uses the Last Visit date on the Patient Detail window to determine the last time the patient
was in the office. Remember, the system uses the service date of the last charge transaction posted to the
patient's account as the date of their last visit.

Figure 9.2 Patient Last Visit Recall Report Options
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Table 9.2

Last Visit Report

Report Options Available for the Last Visit Recall Report

Field

Description

Patient ID

To search only those patients with a certain MicroMD PM ID or within a certain
range of IDs, enter the ID or range of IDs here. Leave the default value if you want
to include all patients. For a single patient, enter the patient's ID in both the From
and the To field.

Patient Name

To search patients by name, enter the name or name range here. For a single
patient, enter the patient's last name in both the From and the To field. For a
range of patient names (e.g., patients from Abercrombie to Connor or all patients
from N through T), enter the range here.

Last Visit Date

To view only a list of patients whose last visit to the office falls within a certain
date range, enter that range here. Typically, you would only enter a To date to
generate a list of patients who have not been to the office since a certain date.

Procedure

To view a list of patients who have had a particular procedure posted, select the
procedure(s) from this list. MicroMD PM compares the service date of the
procedure and the date range entered in the Last Visit Date fields. If the service
date falls within this range, the patient appears on the report.

Diagnosis

To view a list of patients with a certain diagnosis, select the diagnosis(es) from
this list. MicroMD PM compares the service date of the procedure associated with
diagnosis and the date range entered in the Last Visit Date fields. If the service
date falls within this range, the patient appears on the report.
Choose either the 9 or the 10 option to change the diagnosis list in the dropdown to either ICD-9 or ICD-10, respectively.

Provider

To include only those patients with a specific primary provider at your practice,
select the provider(s) from this drop-down list. MicroMD PM looks at the provider
associated with each transaction.

Location

To include only those patients at a specific practice location, select the
location(s) from this drop-down list. MicroMD PM looks at the Location dropdown list on the Patient Detail window of each patient.

Service Facility

To include only those patients at a specific service facility, select the service
facility(ies) from this drop-down list.

Exclude Deceased

Please place a check mark in this checkbox to prevent patients from appearing
on the report who have a date listed in the Death Date field on their Patient
Detail window.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Provider, Location. and/or
Service Facility.
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Summary Reports
The Summary Reports in MicroMD PM provide snapshots of various totals in the system related to the
totals when the day sheets were closed, the totals related to certain insurance plans, and those totals
related to certain procedure codes. Each of these reports allows you to compare two sets of date ranges or
two separate dates. These reports are similar to other reports in the system, but since they only provide
summary information, they generate more quickly.

In This Chapter
In this chapter, we cover the following reports:

 Day Sheet Summary Report (page 10.1)
 Insurance Profile Report (page 10.2)
 Procedure History Report (page 10.4)

Day Sheet Summary Report
The Day Sheet Summary report provides practices a quick way to compare the total charges, payments,
write-offs and refunds posted during a period of time on each day sheet. MicroMD PM pulls this
information from the day sheet totals for that period of time. Typically, practices use this report to
compare two date ranges (e.g., a snapshot of June 2018 and 2019). If you choose a large date range like
an entire year, the system adds the totals from all of the closed day sheets for each month and presents
that final figure as the total.



The system provides information only for closed day
sheets in the system. If a day sheet date included in
these fields is still an open day sheet in the system,
MicroMD PM does not include that financial data in this
report. Once that day sheet is closed and erased,
MicroMD PM then has that information and can include
it in the report.

Some important calculations:

 Charges, Payments, Write-Offs, and Refunds: These figures reflect the financial transaction data
posted on the dates within the Date Ranges on the report options window. However, these
totals only reflect information from closed day sheet dates.

 Col % =
- The Col % column reflects (Payments - Refunds) / (Charges - Write-Offs).
- The system does not round this percentage off.
MicroMD PM also provides you with the ability to display the information in a graphical presentation on
this Summary Report. Click the Graph icon ( ) on the Task Pane to view a bar graph of the information.
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Insurance Profile Report

Figure 10.1 Day Sheet Summary Report Options



If you only want information about a single day sheet
date or range, try using the Provider Utilization - Day
Sheet Summary report (page 6.7). That report provides a
few more options and may meet more of your needs.

Table 10.1 Report Options Available for the Day Sheet Summary Report

Field

Description

Date Range1
and Date Range2

If you want to compare two sets of day sheet totals, enter the first range of day
sheet dates in the Date Range1 fields. Enter the second range of day sheet dates
in the Date Range2 field. You can also compare two separate individual day
sheet dates (e.g., June 1, 2018, and June 1, 2019). If you only want to review a
single date or date range, you can use only one of the date range fields if you
want. Remember: MicroMD PM only sees data for closed day sheets. If a day sheet
for a date in your range is still open, the system does not include that data.

Location

To see the total charges, payments, write-offs and refunds posted against
specific practice locations, select the location(s) from this list.

Provider

To see the total charges, payments, write-offs and refunds posted for specific
rendering providers in your practice, select the provider(s) from this list.

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Location and/or Provider.

Insurance Profile Report
This Insurance Profile report provides a summary of the primary insurances billed and the total charges
submitted (along with the payments and write-offs associated with those charges). Just like the Day Sheet
Summary Report (page 10.1), you can compare two sets of dates, although this time, you use the
sequence's posting date instead of the day sheet date.
If a patient had an insurance carrier in the list at one time and charges were billed to that carrier, MicroMD
PM includes the totals from that sequence on the report, even after the charge has been paid and/or
responsibility has changed.

○
10.2

If you want a more in-depth report that lists sequences
and patients, please use the Management Report called
Insurance Profile (page 10.2). The Summary Report called
Insurance Profile is designed to be an overview.
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Figure 10.2 Insurance Profile Report Options
Table 10.2 Report Options Available for the Insurance Profile Report

Field

Description

Posting Date Range1
and
Posting Date Range2

If you want to compare two sets of totals posted for the selected insurance
plan(s) based on two different dates or date ranges, enter the first range of
posting dates in the Posting Date Range1 fields. Enter the second range of
posting dates in the Posting Date Range2 field. You can also compare two
separate individual posting dates (e.g., June 1, 2018, and June 1, 2019). If you
only want to review a single date or date range, you can use only one of the
date range fields if you want.

Plan

If you want to see the total charges (and the payments and write-offs applied to
those charges) for sequences posted to specific plans, select the plan(s) from
this list.

Provider

To see the total charges (and the payments and write-offs applied to those
charges) posted for specific providers in your practice, select the provider(s)
from this list.

Location

To see the total charges (and the payments and write-offs applied to those
charges) posted against specific practice locations, select the location(s) from
this list.

Ins. Class or
Ins. Category

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can see the
total charges (and the payments and write-offs applied to those charges) for
sequences posted to specific plans within specific Insurance Classes or within a
specific Insurance Categories.

Provider Type

When you group the report by provider, you can elect to see the rendering
provider's name or the billing provider's name on the groupings listed.

Self Pay

Place a check mark in this checkbox to include information on the report for
those patients with no insurance plans and those payments with a bill flag of N
(including co-pays).

Choose From

In the report, you can include totals from only those sequences posted to
specific plans within a specific Insurance Class or within a specific Insurance
Category. Choose which one you want to use. This controls the variable dropdown list and appropriate Group By option.
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Table 10.2 Report Options Available for the Insurance Profile Report (continued)

Field

Description

Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Provider, Location, and/or Ins.
Class or Ins. Category (depending on the choice you make in the Choose From
section).

Procedure History Report
The Procedure History report provides practices with a snapshot of the total charges, payments, and/or
write-offs posted for the selected procedure code(s) in their system. The total payments and write-offs
displayed for the charges in this report are only the primary insurance payments and the write-offs
associated with them.
With this report, you can also view the total number of patients with the procedure posted and the number
of transactions posted. Keep in mind, however, that if transaction lines have been deleted from the patient
sequences, they do not show on this report. The report also does not include balance forward debit or
balance forward credit transactions since they are not charges, payments or write-offs.

○

For this report to provide accurate information, users
must post payments using the green Payment
Calculation - Primary Insurance Plan window.

Figure 10.3 Procedure History Report Options
Table 10.3 Report Options Available for the Procedure History Report

Field

Description

Service Date 1
and
Service Date 2

If you want to compare two sets of totals for the selected procedure(s) based on
two different service dates or date ranges, enter the first range of service dates
in the Service Date 1 fields. Enter the second range of posting dates in the
Service Date 2 field. You can also compare two separate individual dates (e.g.,
June 1, 2018, and June 1, 2019). If you only want to review a single date or date
range, you can use only one of the date range fields if you want.
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Table 10.3 Report Options Available for the Procedure History Report (continued)

Field

Description

Patient Age

To generate a report including only procedures posted to patients within a
specific age group, enter that range here. To see only those patients that are 65,
type 65 in both the From field and the To field.



For those patients a year old and younger, type 1 in
the To field only, leaving the From field blank.

Procedure

If you want to see totals for specific procedures, select the procedure(s) from
this list. MicroMD PM includes the transactions containing these codes only if
they meet all the criteria established on this window.

Provider

To see the totals for those procedures relating only to specific rendering
providers, select the provider(s) from this list. The procedure(s) that appear in
the report must also meet all the criteria set on this window.

Location, Service
Facility, or
Department

Depending on the choice you make in the Choose From section, you can see the
totals for transactions posted at specific locations, for specific facilities or for
providers within a certain department.

POS

If you want to see the totals for procedures involving certain place of service
codes, select the code(s) from this list. The transaction(s) containing the
selected POS code(s) must meet all criteria established on this window.

Mod1, Mod2, Mod3,
and Mod4

If you want to see totals for those procedures that use specific modifiers, select
the modifier(s) from these lists. When posting, the modifier fields on the
transaction default from the procedure's detail window.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M1 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod1 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M2 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod2 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M3 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod3 drop-down list.

 To see procedures posted with specific modifiers in the M4 field on the
transaction, select the modifier(s) from the Mod4 drop-down list.
Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Provider and/or Location,
Service Facility, or Department (depending on the choice you make in the
Choose From section).
If you employ Coverage Classes or Financial Classes, you can include only those
procedures that fall within the specified Coverage Class(es) or that fall within
the specified Financial Class(es). Select either Coverage Class or Financial Class
from the options and highlight the appropriate class(es) from the field to the
right. If you do not want to choose a class, select No Class Group.

Sex

To see totals for the procedure(s) posted for just your male patients, select the
Male option. Select Female to see totals for the procedure(s) posted for only the
female patients. The system defaults to Both.
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Procedure History Report

Table 10.3 Report Options Available for the Procedure History Report (continued)

Field

Description

Choose From

In the report, you can include only those procedures posted at a specific
location, for services rendered at specific service facilities, or posted for
providers in certain departments. Choose which one you want to use. This
controls the variable drop-down list and appropriate Group By option.

Procedure Types

There are different kinds of procedure codes in MicroMD PM (i.e., charge codes,
payment codes, write-off codes, adjustment codes, etc.). In this section, you can
choose to view only the total charges (including any charge adjustments), only
the total payments (and any payment adjustments), only the write-offs (and any
write-off adjustments), or you can view all procedures codes posted in the
system. Choose the type of procedure for which you want to generate this
report.
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System Codes Reports
The System Codes Reports provide a quick and easy way to view a list of form types used by the insurance
plans created in your system and to view a list of patients with a certain insurance plan (based on
insurance class). If you receive changes from an insurance carrier and you want to see how many and
which patients those changes will affect, you can use the Insurance Class report.

In This Chapter
In this chapter, we cover the following reports:

 Form Type Report (page 11.1)
 Insurance Class Report (page 11.2)

Form Type Report
The Form Type report provides practices with a list of those insurance carriers associated with the various
Form Types in the system. You can also view a list of the patients associated with those plans.



Remember: A FORM is the physical piece of paper. A FORM
TYPE is the way the carrier requires you to complete it.

Figure 11.1 Form Type Report Options
Table 11.1 Report Options Available for the Form Type Report

Field

Description

Form Type

To view a list of plans or patients associated with a certain Form Type, select the form
type(s) from this list.
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Table 11.1 Report Options Available for the Form Type Report (continued)

Field

Description

Criteria

The options in this section tell MicroMD PM the type of information you want to see in
the report. If you do not want a list of patients (just a list of Form Types in the system),
choose the None option. Otherwise, you can choose one of the following options:

 List Plans Only: Choose this option to display only the plans in the system that
have the form type(s) selected in the Form Type drop-down listed on their Plan
Detail window.

 List Patients as Primary: Choose this option to display only those patients who
have the plan with the selected Form Type listed as a primary plan on their Plan
Sets tab. If the plan is in more than one of the patient's plan sets as the primary
carrier, the patient appears in the list multiple times.

 List Patients as Secondary: Choose this option to display only those patients who
have the plan with the selected Form Type listed as a secondary plan on their Plan
Sets tab. (This includes if the plan is their tertiary plan.) If the plan is in more than
one of the patient's plan sets as a secondary or tertiary carrier, the patient appears
in the list multiple times.

 List Patients as Primary/Secondary: Choose this option to display those patients
who have a plan with the indicated form type listed on their Plan Sets tab.
Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Plan and/or Form Type. When you
choose List Plans Only from the Criteria section, MicroMD PM enables the Form Type
choice. When you choose any of the List Patient options, the system then also enables
the Plan choice in the Group By section.

Insurance Class Report
The Insurance Class report provides practices with a list plans based on their insurance class. You can also
use this report to list the patients who have one of the plans in the Insurance Class listed on their Plan Sets
tab.

Figure 11.2 Insurance Class Report Options
Table 11.2 Report Options Available for the Insurance Class Report

Field

Description

Code

To include only information on the report for specific insurance classes by
internal MicroMD PM ID, enter the ID or range of IDs here. Leave the default
value if you want to include all insurance classes. For a single class, enter the ID
in both the From and the To field.
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Table 11.2 Report Options Available for the Insurance Class Report (continued)

Field

Description

Description

To include only information on the report for specific insurance classes by
description, enter the description or description range here. For a single
insurance class, enter the class description in both the From and the To field.
For a range of classes (e.g., Anthem through Medicare), enter the range here.

Insurance Class

To view a list of plans included in a certain Insurance Class, select the class(es)
from this list.

Criteria

The options in this section tell the system the type of information you want to
see in the report. If you do not want a list of patients (just a list of Insurance
Classes in the system), choose the None option. Otherwise, you can choose one
of the following options:

 List Plans Only: Choose this option to display only the plans in the system
that have the insurance class selected in the Insurance Class drop-down
listed on their Plan Detail window.

 List Patients as Primary: Choose this option to display only those patients
who have a plan within the selected Insurance Class listed as a primary plan
on their Plan Sets tab. If the plan is in more than one of the patient's plan
sets as the primary carrier, the patient appears in the list multiple times.

 List Patients as Secondary: Choose this option to display only those
patients who have a plan with the selected Insurance Class listed as a
secondary plan on their Plan Sets tab. (This includes if the plan is their
tertiary plan.) If the plan is in more than one of the patient's plan sets as a
secondary or tertiary carrier, the patient appears in the list multiple times.

 List Patients as Primary/Secondary: Choose this option to display those
patients who have a plan within the indicated Insurance Class listed on
their Plan Sets tab. If the plan is in more than one of the patient's plan sets,
the patient appears in the list multiple times.
Group By

You can organize the information in the report by Plan and/or Ins. Class. When
you choose List Plans Only from the Criteria section, MicroMD PM enables the
Ins. Class choice. When you choose any of the List Patient options, the system
then also enables the Plan choice in the Group By section.
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